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Mr. Hagtor Candidate For
State Auditor.
- •
Polltkially, • fighting Democrat;
perronally a most lovable character;
morally oteau, Judge Hazer stands
before the state a ty weal Kentuck-
ian—a brave, honest, manly man and
a geatisman to the cure—Glasgow
Times.
His administration of the office he
*ow bolds is clean and marked with
Wrest ability. He is one of Ken-
tucky Democracy's champions and
is very popular throughout the state.
If elected auditor, he would make.
MORI which would be a source ul
pride and gratification.—timithiand
baiter.
He la a faithful party man, a capa-
ble p4Ie edictal and a man of integ
My, His administration has been
lath essositlettible abilitI
awl AO Mist bleu whit *Mt 0,1 met.
allies how Jet* Ralph Hie chat,
sittot ettleitelektsd ahtl le ttl 0414
satilist kiwi, He s ittoth huovit
sad mealy owl whimper he is
keeivn. he has friends. He Is strong
all over the skate and will win the
nomiaation without a doubt. He is
the right man to have charge of the
state's affairs in a financial way and
the people are realising that we need
a good man as an improvement over
the present auditor. Judge Hager
will carry the First district almost
solid. He will get nearly every vote
in Fulton county—Hickman Couri-
er.
Mr. Hager is in the prime of life,
has always and under all circum-
eee been a Democrat and fought
the party's battles in regions ot the
state where the enemy was much
more in evidence than in our section.
kaa a strong following through-
the-state, and his friends many
whom are in this section, are con-
fident of his election. He expecte to
me as many of on. citizens as possi-
ble. No ow will make a mistake in
voting for fl. W. Hager for auditor.
—Mayfield Messenger.
A Crest Ray at Salem.
An all day meeting will be held at
Salem Baptist church on next Sun-
day, April 19. The morning service
will begin at 10:80 with a consecra-
tion service of thirty minutes, con-
sisting of soap, roll call of member-
ship, reading of church covenant,
prayers, etc.
Rev. W. B. Glass of Louisville,
who will soon go to China as a mis-
denary, will address both the morn-
ing and afternoon congregatione.
He Is a fine speaker and full of en-
thmiamta. He is a man of great con-
societies sod we are expecting a
rare treat of spiritual things. Come
and be with us -John W. T.Givens,
Pastor of Salem Baptist church.
yr 21. IJR •
Saw die Pm till Yu lbw Oar ink
esbetart 12;:ta
SEARCHED 8 YEARS JONES APPOINTED YOUTSEI RELATES HORRIBLE PLOT
FOR THE MURDERER OF TO CANVASS VOTE FOR
HIS BROTHER. KING AND QUEEN.
Wilcox Thinks That He Has The "Trombone Cid" Will
at Last Found His Be a Feature of the
Man. Spring Carnival.
(From Thursday's Daily.)
Will Miller. colored, was arrested
here lastnight suspected of being
wanted in Jackson, Tenn., ;for the
murder of J. M. Wilcox, eulored,
eight years ago. Time arrest was
made at the instigation of George
Wilcox a brother of the murdered
wan, who has been hunting for hie
brothers slayer ever since the crime
was committed. Yesterdait after-
noon lie and beiller came from M or-
wt. 's (Jay ou are Liala and after aid
took a drink together, and Wilcox
says he is sure he has landed his
Chief At mst:ong telephoned to the
chief of police at Jackson and the de-
ecriptiou given of the murderer
tallies with Miller's appearance.
The name too is the same. A war-
rant was issued after the arrest and
the prisoner can be held for sixty
days for identification.
It is said that Wilcox was mur-
dered in cold blood in a saloon in
Jackson, and that the murderer es-
caped.
Robbed this—Craw/.
A startling incident is narrated by
John Oliver, of Philtidelphia.i as tot-
ioers: "I was Hi an a*tul euktlittutt,
NI# shot vrite almost rollow, twit
fiettaeo, hoigtoe **awl, polo taottiott.
allylit kikilk Slid Woo, ii9
ghatboil %rootlet Say 14, Oa",
plipluieas had ifiTt14 me tie,,
I tow advised tu try III leutrio *Mars i
to my great joy the first bott19 made
a decided improvement. I continued
their use for three weeks and ain
now a well man. I know they rob-
bed the grave of another victim."
No one should fail to try them. On
ly 60c. Guaranteed at L. ,L. Elgin,




The fel:owing announcement of
much local interest was received in
the city today:
Mr. and Mrs. William Joel Withers




Mr. Forrest Frederick Stays
Tuesday, the fourteenth day Of April
nineteen hundred and three,
Redlands, Calitornia.
The bride, formerly Mrs.Elisabeth
Wither's Dudley, was a favorite in
Hopkinsville society during her res-
idence here, and her father witsmay-
or of the city. Mr. Stowe is I son of
Mr. Ed Stowe, formerly of Christian
county.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Ledford, of
Pee Dee, announce the engagement
of their daughter, Nellie Ernestine,
to Mr. William R. Dorris. The mar-
riage will take place early in June.
'the bride to be is popular among a
wide circle of friends. Mr. Dorris,
formerly of Springfield, Tenn., is
manager of the Simmons Tobacco
Co., in this city and is a geutleman
of sterling worth.
Mrs. Rose Gilbert, of Bowling
Green, is visiting the family ..;of Mr "
Henry Blamenstiel.
••••••••- SAY, DO YOU KNOW •
••
••
That the R. :F. Martin Greenville Tobbacco Manufac-
turing Co., of Hopkinmville, Ky.,
are making'
The Purest CHEWING
ANDar. SMOKING,.d Best TOBACCO
Manufadured?
This Tobacco Which is being used daily by
more people thac, any other?
This Tobacco Which is just as assental to
real comfort as a good cool drink of ice water when you
are thirsty?
This Tobacco Which is guaranteed to be ex-
actly what is claimed for it, and If you are not satisfied
after using same your money will be cheerfully refunded
This Tobacco Which is prepared by the very
best skilled help in the state, having experience ranging
from ten to fifty years in handling tobacco?
This Tobacco Which is carefully examined
and selected leaf by leaf, all dirt dust removed and a
pure vegetable compound used for sweetening and flav-
oring it?
These remarkable brands are known as
Old Peach Twist, Os.
Light Pressed Plug. 6s
Hy. PRIDE Twist, 6s
MARTIN'S Greenville Styles, 2s, 
311, Ss. and 10s
All kinds of NATURAL CHEWING and SMOK
ING TWISTS, 106 and 12s.
Smoking Tobacco In bags,
Elks Choice, 9s and 5s.
Old Necessity, 9s and 5s.
Guaranteed not to burn the tongue. The most pep-
ular chewing and smoking tobacco of today, Have you
ever tried them? If not, why not? Try some of them
today, and if you are not satisfied, come back and get
your money.
Take no substitute or copperas mixt.ires that will
decay your teeth.
SOLO BY ALL DEALERS.
Miss Mildred Hubbard, the hand-
some and popular daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Luther Hubbard, is in the
lead in the voting for queen of the
Odd Fellews carnival. The ballot-
ing will end this week, and hundreds
of votes will be cast before Saturday
night.
I Mayor Jouett Henry, Judge W. T.
Fowler and Mr. E. B. Long will can-
vass the returns.
The vote at present stands as fol-
lows:'
FOS. QUEEN
Miss Mildred Hubbard.  302
Mrs. W. H. Cummings  231
Miss Maggie Ellis  218
Miss Tony Ware  88
bliss Verna Brandon  7-7
Miss Mayme Anderson  48
Miss Jesse May Brownell.  44
Miss Sadie Frankel  39
Miss A I be-ta Baker  38
Miss Ada Duncan  82
Miss Alice Jot es  28
,Slisa Annie White  29
Miss Sue Ray  25
Miss Cecil Gaines  24
Miss Bessie Russell  24
Miss Jean McKee . 28
Miss Grime Wood  20
Miss Annie Smithson   BO




P M. lt,vete, • 11
Jwalia in SA
U. H, Vhetnplin , lb
D. B. Hammock  16
John Stites  11
A new sensation, Miss Josephine
Harvey, "The Trombone Girl," to be
presented during the carnival, will
doubtless prove one of the star at-
tractions.
Miss Harvey opens her act in a
field of fillies backed up with music-
al figures and twinkling stars. Her
costume is of white satin, draped
and covered with Mlles of the valley.
First she plays "The Great Beyond"
to the accompaniment of a pipe or-
gan. The concluding lines are sung
by Master Joe Wallace who appears
in the field of lilted. Her act is not
only artistic and pleasing to the eye
and ear, but so extremely unusual as
to be a novelty even in cultivated
musical circles. The touch of relig-
ion is not out of place with so digni-
fied an instrument as a well played
trombone and the appearance is
both pretty, graceful and iuteresting.
Stewart-Smith.
A marriage license was issued this
morning to Mr. W. W. Stewart and
Miss Ida Smith a popular young
couple of Fairview.
The ceremony will take place this
afternoon at the bride's home, at
4:30 o'clock, and will be solemnised
by Rev. M. Latham.
Mrs. Cresham's Death.
Mrs.' Mollie Greshman, wife of
Ross Gresham, of Bainbridge, died
last night of pneumonia. She was a
beloved lady and a devout and con-
secrated Christian, being a member
of the Shiloh Methodist church. She
was fifty years of age and besides
her husband several children survive
Co Fishing.
reser.. C. R. Clark, Jack Tate, V.
Williamson, Otho Anderson and
George Hart have gone to Liver-
more, Ky . to spend a week in camp























TO ASSASSINATE GOVERNOR GOEBEL
Told Jim Howard of the Plan to Murder and Let Him In
Caleb Powers' Room From Which the Fatal
Shot Was Fired.
POINTED VICTIM OUT TO THE MOUNTAINEER
HENRY R. YOUTSEY.
(Special to New Eta.)
FRANKFORT, April 1R.—Henry
E. Youtsey is on the stand today in
the Jim Howard murder trial.
He teatilled that he met ItoStard
ON the H1011111* .1111111111*
the tatter him a *Vet et
lettekleatieh wtillith atW, It% IV,‘
lura ttiotatiuti,
Youlaey *aid ha told Howard of
the plan to kill Cioslinl and took him
into the °thee of Caleb Powers, the
secretary of state.
Two loaded rifles were in the room.
Youtsey said he waited until he saw
Goebel coming and pointed him out
to Howard.
Then he left the room.
Half way down the stairs he heard
the shots fired that killed Goebel.
Youtsey put the blame on Taylor
for the whole conspiracy.
He'said he did not testify in hie
own behalf bemuse he espect
ed Yerkes to be elected, in which




ratiol thatIii loraolt it Whim
thwitive, who stated 11110
feted to pay him WOO to kill tiowbel
and to issue a pardon for the murder.
Time witness aseerted that Taylor.
upon his refusal to undertake the
murder, made him pio.nise never to
reveal their conversation and threat-
ened his life in the event that such
disclosure was made. James Stub-
blefield, formerly of Clay county,
testified that Jim Howard told him
that he killed Goebel and boasted
that his friends would protect him
from arrest.
GOES SKYWARD
Prices of lumber continue to ad-
vance, and at present are the high-
est on recond. It is predicted by
those well informed in the business
that even higher pica, will be
reached in the near future. Within
the past two years prices have about
doubled. Low grades of lumber
which sold in Louisville two years
ago for $12 or $14 a thousand feet,
now sell at $22 to $24. Cottonwood
lumber, for instance, first and second
grades, has advanced from $20 to $30
a thousand; cottonwood box
has gone up from $28 to $33 GO.





most every grade and class.
Some of the reasons given are the
floods and bad roads last fall, em-
bargoes by railroads against lumber
and the growingscarcity of all grades
of wood.—Louisville Poet.
Dr. Yates fits glasses.
ONE OF THE LARGEST
Wheat Crop May Reach 500,
000,000 Bushels.
Returns to American Agriculturist
show the most remarkable conditions
covering the whole winter wheat
belt ever noted at this time of year.
The average for the whole country
is 95 per cent figures exceeded only
once in twenty years of crop teport-
ing. The striking feature is the re-
markable uniformity of the state
averages. Scarcely a country in the
winter wheat belt but shows a crop
promi.e at the beginning of spring
growth little short of perfect. The
worst thing to be feared would be a
drouth in May. It is believed the
crop will reach 600,000,000 bushels.
FOR RENT.—Cottage on 18th St.
stable and garden. E. G. Cattle it
Ildewly Co.
e Judicial Race.
The race for circuit judge in this district has become a very interesting
and exciting one. Whilst most if time Democrats who are interesting them-
selves for the respective candidates, Charles H. Bush, Esq., and Judge
Thomas P. Cook, are conducting the canvass on a high-toned plane, yet it
is to be regretted that in a campaign between Democrats so much feeling
is being gotten up between some of the adherenta of the two candidates
Not stopping to discuss whoen fault this is, we do venture to suggest that
no Democrat ehould make any such warfare upon the opposite candidate
or his friends as would make it difficult or embarrassing for him to give
the opposite candidate his hearty support at time November election; for no
Democrat who does not intend to support the nominees has any moral
right to participate in the primary election on the 9th of May.
The adherents of the two candidates for judge are as widely apart as
time friends of Mr. Bush claiming that he will lose Calloway county by only
the poles in their opinions of the strength of their respective candidates;
A few hundred votes, that he will carry Lyon and lose Trigg by only a few
hundred votes and carry Christian by from 1,000 to 1,500 msj fifty; whilst 64
-.he friends of Judge Cook here are in receipt of letters from some of the
most reliable men in Calloway, Lyon and Trigg, claiming that Judge Cook 0-4viii carry Calloway county by from 1,200 to 1,800 majority, Trigg county t
.y from 600 to SOO majority and Lyon county by from 300 to 400 majority.
'eking the lowest of the majorities claimed by the friends of Judge Cook









Don't be Fooled! 2
eti)
r#.4
!flakes his majority in the three counties ............ . ... . 2,000
So Mr. Bush would, according to this count, have to get 2,0.10 nrskirity
n Christian county tc win. Of course this is Impossible, as it is not prob-
Ole that the vote polled in Christian county in the primary will much ex-
teed 2,000, if it exceeds it at all; for our Democrats in Christian have never
.olled a vote of as much as 9,000 in a primary, that we can remember of.
In the race for congress in which Hon. James A. McKenzie, Polk ,Laffoon
old others were candidates, and in the race for emigres. last summer, there
were less than 2,000 votes.
The race between Mr. Bush and Judge Cook in Christian counties Is
nteresting. the friends of both gentlemen are claiming the county. It is
.pparent to any one who will take the trouble to make inquiries of persons
vho come to town from the different parts ef the county that each oandi-
late has, in all the precincts In the ewenty, a large, earnest and enthuslas-
ic following and that neither candidate can reasonably expqct to carry
his *minty by more than a Few hundred inejority.
The primary will coon omit. amid we *id all ass Whose estimate* art
beiteeet the math, kipituvr the MS* lint will lie hintid itsheditl ktIVInit a
to all the Miltlititual tat the Immo* tot two foot 4ittitet et1
Meteand kiheiteke the steethet hi Neyetatelt et all keit emetetetse% wheow‘t
hev
NEW BANKS "EAVES T. C. ROAD
Seven Organized First Throe
Months of the Year.
--
During the first three months of
the year there were organized in
small towns in Kentucky seven new
banks with an aggregate capital of
$140,000. The new banks follow:
Campton, Farmers' and Traders'
Bank. capital $25,000; Columbus,
First National Bank. capital $25,000;
Taylorsville, People's Bank, capital
$25.000; Cloverport, Bank of Clover-
port, capital $20,000; Clintonville,
Farmers' Bank, capital $15,000; Irv-
ington, First State Bank, capital $16,-
000; London. Citizens' Bank, capital
$25,000,'
DERBY FAVORITE
John Madden Disposes of
Onatas For $26,000.
1 John E. Madden has sold Onatas,
the favorite in the Kentucky Derby,
to E. R. Thomas, a hanker of New
York. The price paid was $25,000
Thomas has ordered the colt taken
to Sheepshead Bay and says it will
not run in the derby.
Saws tie Its Kind Yet tits Mow Asia
Semen 1,4;est
Grove's Tasteless Chill Tonic
has stood the test 25 years. Average Annual Sales over One and a Half Million
bottles. Does this record of merit appeal to you? No Cure, No Pay. 50c.
Kadosed with every bottle is a Test Coat package cor Grove's Bildt Root. Uver
alaimmssism 
Wholesale and Retail Groot)
MUSLIN
UNDERWEAR!
wHY wear your life away 
running a
sewing machine when we can sell
You the garments for less than the act-
ual cost of the material.
These are no "sweat shop" job lots.
The garments are made under clean,
healthful conditions, --button holes
well worKed and the buttons are sew-
ed on good--all seams are felled.
Note these prices and call and ex-
amine the goods--it maKes no differ-
ence about your buying them--that's
an after consideration.
Big line Children's Hemstitched Drawers at
An elegant line of Lace;Trimmed ones at
A Nice Plain Corset Cover for
$1
And beautiful line elaborately
Trimmed Ones for  25c to 
A wide variety of Handsomely Trimmed Gowns at
50c, 95c, $1.00 and $1.75.




in plain and handsomely trimmed25c to $1
Hemstitched and Ruffled and Lace Trimmed
Underskirts at $1.00 to $3.75.
Remember this is a "money bacK house" and
when you get home if the garments don't looK
right you can return them.
JHAnderson&Co






Will Take Effect May I.—He
Will Co to East Ten-
nessee.
The Clarkeville Leaf Chronicle
states that Division Engineer E.
Blanchard, of the Hopkinsville Di-
vision of the Tennessee Central Rail-
road, yesterday forwarded his resig-
nation to the officials at Nashville to
take effect on May I. His successor
has not yet been announced. He has
beeti with the road a little over s
year, and during that time has
formed a large acquaintance here,
who will regret to see him leave. Mr.
Blanchard is regarded as one of time
most cepable engineers in the em-
ploy of the road, as was shown from
his quick advance from resident to
division engineer.
Mr. Blanchard resigns to accept a
similar position with a company in
East Tenuessee, and will enter upon
he duties as soon as possible after
the first of next month.
_
ALS •11 CS 11. X ./A..
bests :se ils Lied Yu Haw Always Os.
%maws
Into buying somebody else's cheap
buggy when you ca?i get our
FAMOUS $37.50
BUGGY.
It is a beauty, and has better material in it than in
any bugsy you can buy for $60 or less anywhere—we
don't care where. It stood up under rough use all WM
year and is still doing so.
We Fully Guarantee Them
For Twelve Months.
All we want is a chance to show you the job. We
also have a full line of HIGH GRADE BUGGIES and
can save you money on them.
We Beat World on Rubber Tires.
$10.00 for 74 heavy two-wires "Kelly" or "Good-year" rubber tires, the best on the market.
n We can give you the same tire in 3,i for $740
per set.
Can You Beat These Prices?
N., yeti cannot; neither can you get anything near
as low prices on buggiee—quality considered—as we will
give you.
A Yost&Co













Just in from New York. Don't fail













.). We offer the buying public of Christian
lip and adjoining counties thebi
I Experience will teach one that, it he doesn't already knot.So beware of the Cheap John buggy It's a delusion and a snare
I
to catch the unwary.
Every article of merit commands a good price. 
This of itself





We ever brought to this market. We have low priced and
- 41 medium priced jobs and we also have some of the 
finest work
I.
ever put up. We often hear the question asked, -What is the
cheapest buggy ever made?' There is but one answer to this)10
IP question:
The Best Buggy Is The Cheapest.
I Refrigerators.
I We have the 
NORTH STAR in bota tile and metal lined,
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 A CUTICURA PILLS CONTRACTS LET
-euriLlesictreY-7,
HUNTER W000, President  For Coolifil and Cleansim FOR REMODELINGRev Era Printing & Publish' g Co
IIPPICI:-Neer Kra Building, Seventh
Street. near Main, UopkinzvUle. Ky
111.00 A YEAR.
delliteed att tie poster/lee in klopkineellt•
laalleasideeded• Smell inmager
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:float be paid for tolg.
toe yearly advertisements will be
quarter ty .
lag:tussoionts inserted wttkout apse-will be ()barged for until °moron
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Ova Mitt, first 
insertion
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Kew York Tribune ... . a
;r1- sekty sew York Tribune76ligEMW4I nose Journal. new
ssasertasis only, , 76
11=os grabl rates with say Mageallie
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COURT Dint:TORY.
OM= Coon-First Monday in June
smillisertb Monday in February and Sep-
tember.
T Com-Second Mondays
La wy, April, July and October.
Ihilost. -Fires Tuesday in April
=Mbar.
Omar -First Monday in every
amok.
Ills impossible to estimate how
tar-reaching may be the effect of
President Rooseveit's vigorous forms
of speech. Prince Henry of Prussia
imisediately picked up the expres-
sions, "made him feel like thirty
osoM," "go way back and sit down,"
"coat of sight" etc., and ;now Baron
von Stornburg has learned to isy,
"It's belly-right off the bat. '
Senator Frye is out with a long in-
terview in which he says that there
must be no revision of the tariff.
The senator, by the way. is exten-
sive/3, interested in '1.Cf w England
MAIM mills. In a word. he has oth-
er Sok to Frye.
There can no longer be any doubt
as to the position of President Roose-
velt and his administration respect-
the tariff. The president, Secretary
Shaw, Secretary Root and Senator
Allison have, during the past week,
taken occasion to assert, without
equivocation their absolute oppo-
sition to any revision of the sacred
Dingley echedules.
What has become of the president's
policy of a commission to examine
the tariff and make recommenda-
tions to congress concerning the
schedules which reqaire revision?
Tb• press agent of General Leon-
ard Wood tarns out to have been a
swindler and all round black-leg.
This may not mean that General
Wood was responsible for his effu-
sive praise but why d.)es not the
general call for • court of inquiry
into the Havana scandals?
The nineteenth of this month will
be the anniversary of the battle of
Lexington. The memorable event is
recalled by a proposition now before
the Massachusetts legislature to give
to the Historical Society of Lexing-
ton the drum beaten by William Di-
mon at the battle and which for
many years has been stored in the
Milne of the adjutant-goners'. As
there is no oppositios the drum will
probably take its place with other
relies of the battle.
It will be noticed that the press of
the world has been a little more re-
spectful in its references to Senor
Castro than it was a few monte ago.
The meant testimonial which was
given him when the Venezuelan con-
gress called on him, by a unanimous
vote.to withdraw his resignation,was
a pretty strong evidence of his power
In his country. Matoe, the leader of
the rebels, has been quiet ever since
Castro started out under his new
leans of powor.
Upon leaving Washington for his
western tour President R,00sevelt di-
petted that his saddle horses be
placed at the service of the German
minister, Baron Speck von Stern-
berg, who is fond of riding,but whose
own horses are still in India. The
German minister was at the railway
station to bid the president good-by,
and they parted like two chums. If
this be war with Germany. make the
most of it.
.db.11111 gr M. X AL.
San the lin KM Yin IMM Aker ens
jike!Ar
_
GOOd for the Children
The pleasant to take and harmless
Ons Minute Cough Cure gives im-
nandisite relief in all cases of Cough,
Croup and Leurippe because it does
sot pass immediately into the stom-
ash, but takes effect right at the seat
of Lb. trouble. It draws out the in-
flammation, beaus and soothes and
'Miss permanently by enabling the
limp to contribute pure life-giving
sad life sustaining oxygen to the
blood and tissues. R. C. Hardwick.
THE. PERPETUAL
WAR
There is always a fight
going on in every human
body between health and dis.
ekse. On one side are poor
food, bad air, over-work,
worry, colds, accidents. On
the other are sunshine, rest,
cheerfulness and nourish-
ment.
The reason Scott's Emul-
sion tights so powerfully for
health is because it gives so
much more nourishment than
you can get in any other way.
Get in the sunlight and try
Scott's Emulsion.
We'll wed 1.• a astols fires spas rompane.
SCCYPT a. livW NI, see Pesci Street. :C•w xa.
the Blood all Skill THE COURTHOUSE
In Cases of Itching, Burning,
IMPROVEMENTS TO COST'
Scaly Humours, OVER 819,000.





The lest and Most Economical
Yet Compounea
(Weer! Resolvent Pills (ch000tare
Coated) are the product of twenty-five
years' practical laboratory experience
In Ume preparation of remedies for the
treatment of humours of the skin, scalp
and blood, with loss of hair, and are
confidently believed to be superior to
all other alteratives as well as liquid
blood partners, however expensive,
while enabling all to enjoy the curative
properties of precious medichsal agents
without consuming needless expenses
and often injurious portions of alcohol
In which such me•Ileines have hereto-
fore been preserved.
Cuticum Pills are alterative, antisep-
tic, tonic and digestive anti beyond
most sue-question the purest, awee
cessful and economical b and skin
purifiers, humour cures a on Welles-
lives yet compounded. Hum adult
dose, one pill.
c,.rapleteexternal and internal treat.
need for emery humour airy miss he
had for one dollar, consisting of: Cuti-
curs Soap, to cleanse the skin, Cubicura
Ointment, to heal the skin, and. Cut!-
curs Resolvent Pills, to cool and cleanse
the blood. A single set, costing but
onedollar, Is often sufficient to cure the
most torturing. disfiguring skin, scalp
anti blood humours, eczemas, rashes,
itchings and Irritations, with loss of
hair, from Infancy to age, when phy-
sicians 3 tul all other remedies foil.
xor PERSONAL re
(From Saturday's Daily.i
Mr. R. E. Hook is visiting in May-
field.
Roy Masons. of I.afayett, Ky.. was
in the city today.
Mr. W. J. Jones, of Henderson,
spent yesterday in the city.
Madame Fleurette Levy, of Nash-
ville, is the guest of Mrs. Ike Hart.
Mrs. M. Ii. Brown, of Madisonville,
is visiting the family of 'Squire Alex
Campbell.
Miss Maggie Boyd. of Madison-
ville, is visiting the family of Mr. C.
A. Brasher.
Miss Tommie Petrie returned Wed-
nesday after a visit to friends in
Hopkinsville.-Elktou Times.
Miss Ella Shadoin, who has been
governess in the family of Mr. J. W.
Orton, at Clardy, has returned home.
Mr. Jesse Bullard, of Hopkinsville,
was in the city Wednesday . Mr.
R. E. Leigh, of Hopkinsville, spent
Wednesday in the eity.-Elkton
Pro,ress.
The Rev. I. M. Wise, of Sturgis,
who has been in the city several days
in the interest of Collier & Sons pub-
lishing house, will go to Clarksville
this afternoon.
(From Friday's Daily.)
Mr. Hunter Wood, of Hopkins-
•ille, is in the city -Louisville Cou-
rier-Journal.
Mrs. Charles W. Metcalf, of
Princeton, is visiting the family of
Mr. T. L. Metcalfe.
Mr. D. J. Klyce went to Hopkins-
ville yesterday.-Henderson Glea-
ner.
Mrs. H. B. Wade visited relative.
In Hopkineville this week W. L.
Lander and J. H. Pendleton were in
Hopkinsville Wed n e s da y.-Pem-
broke Journal.
Capt. Hiram Thomas spent yester-
day. In Paducah.
Mr. Webb C. Bell was in Paducah
yesterday.
Mies Mary Blackwell, of Hender-
son, is the guest of her sister, Mrs.
J. H. Dagg.
Born to the wife of Mr. Robert
Cary West last Tuesday morning, a
nine pound son.
Miss Maud Cansler has returned
from a very extensive trip to various
points in the east. Mrs. A. F. Stan-
ley, of Hartford. Ky., accompanied
her on her return and will be her
guest.
Mrs. E. M. Sherwood was called
to Evansville today by the illness of
her mother, Mrs. E. M. Wallace.
Mrs. T. L Bacon is visiting Mrs.
Mannie Quarles in Pembroke.
Esquire M. B. Brewer, of. Fair-
view is in the city.
Judge Willis L. Reeves. of lilkton,
was here today.
Editor Loving W. Gaines, of Elk-
ton, is in the city.
Co AL IS 1r Ca Pt X AL..
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For liver troubles and constipntion
There's nothing better in creation
Than Little Early Risers, the famous
little pills
They always effect a care and save
doctor bills.
Little Early Risers are different
from all other pills. They do not
weaken the system but act as a tonic
to the tissues by arousing the secre-
tions and restoring the liver to the
full performance of its functinee nat-
urally. R. C. Hardwick.
- -
rhe Cause of Many
Sudden Deaths.
Thc.-e is disease prevailing tri this




deaths are caused by
it -- heart disease.
IVO V* pneumonia. , heart
161




of kidney distesse. If
lowed to advance the
kidney trouble is al-
blood will attack the
vital orgsni or the
break down stud wapitikidneys themselves
away cell by all.
Bladder troubles most always result fr m
t derangement of the kidneys and a cure is
deemed quickest by a proper treatment of
Se kidneys. If you are feeling badly you
.50 Maas no mistake by tatting Dr. Kilmer,
Swamp-Root, the great kidhey, :iiter and
oladder remedy.
I. corrects inability to hold urine and scald-
,ng pain in passine it, and overcornes that
aripleasant necessity of being compelled to
to often during the day, and to get ,my, many
times dunng the night. The mild and the
extraordinary effect of Swamp-Root is soon
realized. it stareis the highest for ifs
cures Of the most distressing dues.
Swamp-Root is pleasant to take MK: sold
by all dri.ggistm in fifty-cent and or -dollar
sized bottles. You may
have a sample bottle of
the! w...nderful new dis-
covery and a book that
tells all abcin it. both H'..,..
sent free by mail. Address Dr. Kilmer & Co.
Binghamton, N. Y. When writing mentio•
leading this generous offer in this paper.
Don't make any mistake, htit ii-
member the name, Swamp-Root, Dr.
Kilmer's Swamp-Root, and the ad-
dress, Binghamptoo, N. Y., on every
bottle.




The fiscal court hots let the con-
t rect for the remodeling of theChris-
Hen county courthouse. The reno-
vat.ons will make the building one
of the handsomest and most rim in.,
Moos in the state.
The 111111111 large hatch of claims
has been audited. The eutn of 12104AU
was allowed for officers of region ra-
tion and election of laid.
FOR PA I' PERS.
The following appropriati ins for
t'ue paupers of the comity were made:
For the benefit of the I:molten of tho
poor 'tie: 19E1, V2 lit): 'or pill' -
perg outside of the poorhouse. $.4,rsei
The cominiesioner of the poor was
directed to investigate the cuts, of
,each pauper on the regular list and
report at the next tneetitig of tt e
eon rt.
WORKHOUSE, VALE!
A resolution was it ti ii iiii o mi s I y
adopted diluent thou i rig the county
workhouse.
It. was decided by a mianimous
vote not to operate the road graders
this sear. Judge W. T. Fowler and
Justices W. 'I'. Williamson and John
W. Roger. were appointed the road
oommittee.
SALARIESALLOWED.
Salaries were allowed as follows:
County Judge W. 'I'. Fowler, Wow
County Attorney .0. H. Anderson.
SSW; County Superintendent of
Sohools Miss Katie McDaniel, $1,1500
The salary of the county physician,
Dr. Andrew Sargent, WO, and a bal-
ance for services was allowed.
BIDS ACCEPTED.
The bid of Forbes Manufacturing
company to make repairs on the
courthouse according to the plans
prepared by Shopbell & Harris, of
Evansville, hid., was accepted. The
bid was $8,2M. The bid of E. F. Son-
tag to do the tile work for Mei was
also accepted. Committees were ap-
pointed to sign contrect. The work
will be begun at once and completed
by September 1.
There are some women who seem
to be perennially youthful. The
grown daughters are companions as
well as children, and th.., color in the
mother's cheeks, the brightness in
her eyes, the roundness of her form,
all speak of abounding health. What
Is her secret? She is at the middle
age age of life when so many women
are worn, wasted and faded, and yet
time has only ripened ner charms.
The secret of this matronly health
and health and beauty may be told
In the brief phrase, Dr. Pierce's Fa-
vourite Prescription. The general
health of woman is so intimately re-
lated to the local health of the deli-
cate womanly organs, that where
these are diseased, the whole body
mufti. suffer. "Favorite Prescription"
dries the debilitating drains, heals
ulceration and inflammation, cures
female weakness and imparts to the
delicate female organs natural vig-
or and vitality. Women who have
lost theit health arid their beauty
have burn made robust and rosy




old son of George Nelsoh, of Hender-
son county, disappeared mysterious-
ly from his home near Posey Chapel,
between and r, o'clock yesterday
morning. Members of the family
fear he was kidnaped and murdered.
A searching party, numbering more
than 11711 moo. has been traversing
the country In detachments, and was
still out at midnight 111 neinounds
followed a dense wood,but at last re-
ports young Nelson lied lloot been
found. _
Beware of Ointments For
Catarrh That Contain
Mercury.
As mercury will surely destroy the
sense of smell and completely de-
range the whole system when etiter-
ing it through the mucous surfaces.
Such articles should never be used
except on prescriptions from reputa-
ble physielanit, as the damage they
will do is ten fold to the good you
can possibly derive from them.
Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured
by F. J. Cheney ik Co., Toledo, 0.,
contains no mercury, and is taken
internally, acting directly upon the
blood and mucous surfaces of the
system. In buying Hall's Catarrh
Cure be sure you get the genuine. It
is taken internally and made in Tol-
edo, 0., by F. J. Cheney cit Co. Tes-
timonials free.
Sold by druggists. Price l'no per
bottle.
Haire Family Pills are the best.
A TEXAS WONDER,
Hall's Crest Discovery.
One small bottle of Hall's Great Dis-
covery cures all kidney and bladder
troubles, removes gravel, cures die
tsetse, seminal emissions, weak and
lame hacks, rheumatism and all ir-
regularities of the kidneys and blad-
der in both men and women, regu-
lates bladder trouble. in children.
If not sold by your druggist will be
sent by mall on receipt of $1. One
small bottle is two months' treat,
meta and will cure any case above
mentioned. Dr. E. W. Hall, sole
manufacturer. P. 0. Box 729, St
Louis, Mo. Send for testimonials
Sold by all druggists and T. D. Arm
stead.
READ THIS..
llopkinsville, Ky., June 7, 1901
Dr. E. W. Hall, St. Louis, Ho ,
Dear Sir:-I suffered ten years
with severe kidney and bladder trou-
ble and at times was unable to work.
I was advised to try your "Texas
Wonder" and after using one-fourth
of a bottle I passed a large gravel
and I have never suffered since paeo-
ing the genie three years ago. I
have recommended it to many others
who nave reported cures. I most
heartily recommend it to all suffer-
sting from kidney or bladder disease.
Respectfully,
SAM DEAN.
To Cure a Cold in One Day Cures Gipin Two Days.
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets. trA 4 on every
Seven Mon hoses sold in past 12 months. This signature, %v. ./e• box.25c.
tntati
A GENUINE PARKFR "LUCKY CURVE"
Fountain Pen FREE.
pen is ob... of the best ninitiifiterured tinder the Wilmot "Lucky Curve" Brand, lies beat ut
ly eliased barn I with piffle l' •i 14 l golti point with finest Irridium tip, a solid gold bend around
the barrel anti it In every wee' oluable, handsome and ii•eriii article always ready tor use. Ev-
ery part is covered by the guarantee of the inanufatte ti rt'rs.
how To Obtain One° every person who mends liN throe
 tow subscribers to
• the Weekly New Era at $1.00 per year, paid In edvatice,
we will give one of these heed-owe pens as a present. Or, to anyone who is now a subscriber and
itt erroars end will pay up such errearage and one year in advance and 0.00 we will give one of the
ens. Or, to any tole who Retitle us $2t5) we will bend the Weekly' New Ern one yeer and a pen.
er These Pens Cannot Be Sought at any Retail
AP Store for Less Than $2.00 Each.
Don't delay but take stivantage of this titter at oliV.• its or supply of pens is limited. Address
all orders and make all checks, money orders, etc., peptide to






• lit6.•111•• •41.•ar• ••• 51.515.
viiii.•40.8.6 6 46..66. •••••••••-
IMPROPER TREATMENT
for liver and kidney troubles Is
worse than no treatment at all.
You can t afford to lei doctors
experiment on you or to take
worth.ess nostrum, that will oni v
aggravate the disease - your life
depends on it.
Start right and start Tight now
67 buying a b_ottle of Mr. J. H.
nieLean's Liver ass mid.
aey Balm. tt ion cure you --
it will build you up and make you
strong. well and healthy again.
Send for our booklet -Sound
Sense" -it tells you about these
diseases and bow to discover
Glom in yourself. A bottle
..sie rear Druggist'.
If he doesn't keep It. send us
SI U0 and hie name, and we will
express yes a bottle, charges
prepeid.





















George W. Long has written to C.
M. Barnett, chairman of the Repub-
lican state central committee, say-
ing that he will not under any cir-
cumstances be a candidate for the
Republican nomination for governor.
Senator Deboe hopes to induce
Judge James Breathitt, of Christian
county, to make the race--Louis-
wills. Times.
LIKE ONE ANOTHER.
Mr. Webb Bell, of Hopkinsville,
candidate for the Democratic nomi-
nation for railroad commissiotter iii
the First district, was at Seelbach
Hotel last night. Mr. Bell says he
has made a thorough canvass, anti
feels confident ef whining. Mr.
Bell and his opponents, Meagre. J
F. Dempsey, the present commis-
sinner, and Mr. McD. Fergustai,
formerly a state senator, are the best
of friends and have nothing but nice
things to say about each other. Mr.
Dempsey and Mr. Bell were together
for some time last night juicing each
other about the campaign. Mr. Bell
was the first candidate fur railroad




Entrust Recruit!): -Having seen a
tette; in your issue of last week, tak-
en from a Hopkinsville paper pur-
porting to have been written from
Walionia. giving an acctunt of the
spettichig held here March 14t1), be-
tween Judge Cook anti Mr. Resit.
candidates for circuit judge, we de-
sire to make the following correc-
tions:
There was a very good crowd pres-
ent. Mr. Bush opened the discussion
in his usual manner of presenting his
claims and was followed by Judge
Cook, who presented his claims to
the voters of the precinct in his able
manner. While Mr. Bunt's anec-
dotes afforded hi, hearers consider-
able amusement, yet there was uoth-
Mg at all to indicate-as said letter
claimed-that Judge cook was lab-
oring under any great depression or
embarrassment whatever. As to tho
statement that there was an over.
whelining clienge of sentiment of the
voters from Judge Cook eiMn-. Bush,
it is entirely talon so ter aii we have
been able to learn. And furthermore
we do not believe there is anything
like a landslide for Sir. Bush in this
preciect, for we are tt, the opinion
that the vote for this precinct stands
about the Sterne as in was before the
speaking.
H. B. Pollard, .
O. W. Boyd,
Guy S. Dunning,
Walionia, Ky., March 27, I903.
.
--••■••  •ea.-
Makes a Clean Sweep.
There's nothing like doing a thing
thoroughly. Of all the salves. you
l ever heard of, Buklen's Arnica Salve
' is the best. It sweeps away arid
cures burns, sores, bruises, cuts,boils,
ulcers, skin eruptions and piles. It's
!only 26e, and guaranteed to give sat-isfaction by L. L. Elgin, C. K. Wylydrug stores
FRANCIS' QUICK TRIP,
Meteoric Journey of the W. rld'S
Fair President Abroad.
EFFORTS CROWSED %1ITH SUCCESS
p
Hs Shook II.. h t lire. Mono' ens
and a Pr...Went - ato‘eoll lucre/kiwi:1
ere•t 11. the Ex Pro-














i it ii,. tlos coring ik-t suet
mac; MS V..11rS. A onii csultations e•.
eEizht I:meths in bed. heavy bilek”.••.y.
, pan and *Oreille. seross kidneys. alsu
I inatisi.0. Other remedies failed. Dr. l'eu-
Euri Teen hations have frequently ronctriMYtheti.1Z:os 317":•."TkETish.elltuunm.iele.':7Y.'"fie
been amazed at the manner in whicla I Brox:H.04 50.. .0 A-ic forrook Book- Ties.
North Americans do things. Their ST VITUS.DANCE'recure're"'Ar 1"yF nne , Frecloolla.1%
latest cause for wonderment la th-
meteoric trip of David R. Francis,
president of the Louisiana Purchase
Exposition tympany, a former Ken-
tuckian, who recently visited hive api-
tals in the old world. A cabled invi-
tation asked President Francis to be
present at a banquet to be given by
Americans in London on Washing-
ton's birthday. The governor's asso-
ciates on the World's fair management
urged hint to attend and make a tour
of Europe in the interest of the fair.
The return voyage was made in even
better time than the outward journey,
the German steamship reaching New
York March 17. Many entertainments
had been planned for President Fran-
cis in the metropolis, the most preten-
tious of which was a banquet tendered
by the Missouri society at the Wel-
dotrfiAstoria on the evening of March
19th,
On Monday, February 9, Governor
Francis decided to make the trip. The
next day be left St. Louis foe New
York, where he arrived the following
evening at 6 o'clock. Early on the
day following. which was February 12,
he took passage on the La Bretagne, of
the French line, and arrived in Havre
eight days later, the trans-Atlantic
journey being made in excellent time.
considering the heavy seas Into which
the boat continually pounded. The
governor left Havre immediately for
London, going by way of Southamp-
ton, and reached the British capital
on the morning of February 21. He
had barely time to make a change of
raiment . when he was hurried to a
luncheon given by Joeepn H. Choate,
United States ambassador, and other
prominent men. The next day was
Sunday. Monday morning, February
23, he was presented to King Edward,
who invited him to a private confer-
ence on the day following. and In the
evening he attended the banquet at
Hotel Cecil, which had been the Ini-
tial cause of his making the journey
abroad. February 24 he met King
Edward in private and t-onversed with
him for half an hour, securing a prom-
ise that his majesty would send to the
St. Louis World's Fair the Jubilee
present, of his late mother, Queen
Victoria. On February 26 Mr. Francis
met a number of Englishmen promi-
nent in commercial Me, and on the
following day he attended • dinner
given by Lord Lansdowne.
On Mareh 1 the start was made for
Paris. which was reached the next
morning, and before the sun had time
to set Governor Francis had been re-
ceived by President Loubet and had
held several conferences with other
prominent Frenchmen. Retiring late
he arose early March 3 and took a
traih to Madrid. which was reached
on March 4, and after a conference
with the prime minister of Spain and
the ministers of state and agriculture,
the exposition company's president
started back to the French capital,
reaching there the evening of Marsh 6.
The next day he met other Parisians
who were interested In the coming
great exposition, left there in the even-
end at rived at Berlin March 8 in
Li Me for dinner with Ambassador
Charlemagne Tower. The day follow-
ing, Man h 9, he was granted a private
interview with Emperor William, who
conversed long and earnestly concern-
ing the World's Fair and promised to
do all in his power that Germany
might be well represented at St. Louis
'it 1904.
That very night he departed for Bel-
gium, and was received by King Leo-
pold at the palace at Brussels. From
this monarch he secured a promise of
a personal visit to St. Louis next year.
This audience at an end he left imme-
diately for Cherbourg. France, and
sailed from that port the following
day. March 11, on the Kron Prinz Wil-
helm.
BIG SALE SOUVENIR BUTTONS.
The Kentucky building souvenir
button is bringing hundreds of dollars












herewith is an comet reproduction, so
far as Is possible in black and white
It levee little Idea, however, of the
broody of the button The button Is
one and a fourth inches In diameter
until lois seven colors hat munioualy
wouketi out In its &sign
--
FREE TRIPS TO WORLD'S PAIR.
The school teseherie popularity con-
test of the Kentucky Exhibit associa-
tion 13 open to every educator In Ken-
tucky Road the details of the plan
in mother column of this issue.
:Due Notice is Served.
Due notice is hereby served on the
public generally t histDeWitt's Witch
Hazel Salve Is the only salve on the
market that is made front the pure,
unadulterated witch hazel. DeWitt's
Witch Hazel Salve has (eared thous-
ands of Cages of piles that would not
yield to any other treatment, and
this fact has brought out many
worthless colinterfeita. Those per-
sons who get the genuine DeWitt's
Witch Hazel Salve are never disap-
pointed, because it cures. R. C.
Hardwick.
.7. o. CooK.




'Was in Jail Pending New
Trial For Murder.
From Friday's Daily.,
Lloyd Nelson, who was in jail
charged with the murder of Rebecca
McCrae, an old negress, near Pem-
broke last fell, was adjudged insane
Thursday and sent to the asylum.
tie was tried for murder at the last
term of court and the jury failed to
agree.
EVER WATCHFUL
A Little Care Will
Save the Reader
Future Trouble
Watch the kidney secretions.
See that they have the amber hue
of health.
The discharges Dot excessive or in-
frequent.
Contain no brick-dust-like sedi-
ment.
Doan's Kidney Pills will do this
for you.
They watch the kidneys and cure
them when they're Rick.
Mr. John Zolleis, city auditor re-
siding at 731 Robert street, Newport,
Ky., says: -A Mall who has never
had backache or kidney complaint
In any of its many forms can scarce-
ly gauge the misery a sufferer en-
dures who is annoyed day and night
by this far too prevalent trouble. To
all snch Inv advice is to procure
Doan'a Kidney Pills and take a
course of the treatment. The result
of time use of three boxes proved to
me. that the remedy is up to repre-
men tatione and deserves my unquali-
fied indorsement."
For sale by all dealers. Price 60
cents. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo,
N. Y., sole agents for the United
States.
Retnember the naine-Doan's-
and take no other.
Wool Carding, Wool Rolls,
And wool batting. Cash for wool,




For those who do
their shopping here.
We make it easy,
pleasant and profit-
able,
a Here's a very at-
tractive line of
DRUGS
to please the eye.
Everything that's
been pronounced
gsod by the author-
ities is its etock.The
quality of every-











Fellows Bid., Hopkineville. ley
Announcements.
We are authorized to announce
JOHN C. DUFF I',
of Christian county, as a candidate
for commonwealth's attorney of the
Third Judicial district, subject to the
action of the Democratic party.Elec-
Hon November, 1908.
We are autherized to annotinet•
WEBB C, BELL
all a mind idat 4. ter Railritad Commis
shiner in the Firet ItAilroati District
ubject to the apt Ion of the Democra
tic party.
We are authorised to announce
DENNY P. SMITH,
of Trigg county. as a candidate for
comnumwealth's attorney, of the 3rd
district, subject to the action of the
Democratic party. Election Novem-
ber 1,903.
We promprt and Foreign
PATENTS
/ send model, sketch or photo of invention for
Sr.. report on rentability For free look,
How to Secure
Patents and RAD -M R write0
CASNOWt





In searching for archaeological
relics of the ancient intisettatits of
this country, Mr. Warren K. More-
head, curator of the department of
archirology of Phillip's Academy,
Andover, Mass.. exhumed ten skele-
tons on the farm of Mr. Jetties Wil-
lis neer Little liivor church on the
Fairview pike yesterday afternoon,
EXTINCT RICE.
Mr. Morehead stated that the
skeletons were undoubtedly those of
an extinct race of wound builders.
The spot where the relics were
found was on a small knoll, and
every one who has cultivated the
farm in the lest decade has experi-
enced considerable annoyance from
the plows throwing up large flat
rocks. These stones are to be found
over the entire Held which is a very
large one.
The first attempt made to to ex-
hume any of the skeletons was in
1503 when h. 1, oral opechnees were
secured hod sent to the world's fair
at Chicago as an exhibit. Later the
late Dr. James Rodman visited the
place and secured a lot of the bones
for his collection.Since the discovery
in 1593 the neighbors have dug up
possibly a hundred of the skeletoes,
but there seems to be no litvit to the
number of the graves as yesterday
very few failures were made in lo-
cating the resting places of the pre-
historic people.
ALL ALIKE.
The graves were all built in the
same manner. Fiat stones formed
the bottom, sides and top, and only
six inches to a fteit of dirt covered
time top stones. The gra•is • ere
very tiarrow and in bottle hit-tale:es
It seemed that the betties moat have
been bent greatly, amid possibly
bones broken, in order to force them
into the narrow receptacles.
There was no system in the way
the graves were made. some of the
skeletons found being foued facing
north or mouth while others were-
found facing east or west.
Two of the graves opened contain-
ed two skeletons eaete and Mr. Wil-
lis stated that he knew of one which
had been opened • hich contained
three. In one of these graves opened
yesterday the heads of both skele-
tons were lying together while in the
other the heads were in opposite
ends of the grave.
RELICS FOUND.
In one grave occupied by a single
skeleton a small cup having a capac-
ity of about a pint and made of baked
clay, was found. This cup contained
two halves of a common mussel shell
which had twee highly polished and
showed other signs of use. Mr.
Morehead stated that this cud was
filled with food and buried with the
body in a belief that the food would
be needed in the future state, and
that the shells were used for spoons
by the ancients and these wae also
buried with the bodies for future
use. In another of the graves which
contained two skeletons, another cup
having a capacity of about a half
gallon was found. This cup or pot
was much larger than the other one
and contained more mussel shells,
the difference in size possibly being
on account of providing for two ris-
en spirits instead of one. In another
of the graves a large statue knife
about eight inches in length was
found. 'Ville was the only weapon
found in a grave yesterday.
WIDE EXPERIENCE.
Mr. Morehead has had a great deal
of experience in this phase of archte-
ological research). He had five col-
ored men to do the digging yester-
day and he. works as hard as any of
his men. He returned to Mr. Willis'
plaice this morning and will spend
the day there, and will remain in
Hopkinsville and vicinity until Mon-
day, and possibly longer. From here
he will go to the Cumberland river
and thence to the Ozark mountains.
Mr. Morehead stated yesterday that
the work he is doing now is mily a
prelitninary examivation of the
ground and if his discoveries
would bejustify it,a thorough 
earch 
made of all localities which gave
promise of furnishing relics. He had
photographs made of the skeletons
just as they were fonnd in the graves,
and secured the main bones of four
of the skeletons, although most of
tne bones were so decayed that they
were very fragile.
FIERCE RATTLE.
Mr. Willis says that there is a leg-
end which has been told lido by va-
rious permons that a fierce battle be-
tween Indians and whites occurred
on this spot over a spring within a
abort distance of where the skeletons
were found. This °print; bubbles up
in considerable volume and flows for
probably a hundred feet and then
disappears again to reappear about a
quarter of a mile further.
'Where the stones with which the
graves are walled up were secured is
a mystery as there are none on Mr.
\Vilna' farm.
A Sweet Breath
Is a never failing sig:i of a healthy
stomach. 'When the 'breath is ;bad
the stomach is out of order. There
is no remedy in the world equal to
Kotiol Dyspepsia Care for curing) in-
digestion, tlympepsis And all stomach
disorders. Mrs. Mary S. Crick, of
CONGRESSMAN WILBER SAYS
[To The Pe-rs•ait Medidas Co., of C,oluatbes, 0.)
" Pe-ru-na is All You Claim For IL"
White Plains, Ky., writes: "I have ,
hetet a dympeptitt for yeare--tried all ; rooms, tenant hotote, good well,
kinds of remedies hut rontinised to , large tobacco barn, good fratne 'th-
row worse. By the owe of Kodol I hie *eau feet,40 stereo in Met timber,
terail to improve at once, and after
teking a few bottles am fully rertot•
weight, health and strength
and Call tat whatever I like. Kodol
digests what you eat and makes the
stomach sweet." It. Hardwick,
10 AL MI ILI CIO re .sfai-7=
Bess tie Ito Kind Yet Hie Ahn
'Pow
Congressman D. F. Wilber, of Oneonta, N. Y., writes:
The Peruna MedkIne Co., Columbus, Ohio,:
Oentlemen---" Persuaded by a friend I have tried your remedy and I have
almost fully recovered after the use of a few bottles. I am luny Gamine.,
that Peruna Is all you claim for it, and I cheerfully recommend your nemlicds•
to all who are afflicted with catarrhal trouble."-David F. Wilber.
In UM The Sangerlust colibrnted its
fiftieth anniversary with a large oak-
brstion in New York City. The follow-
ing is his testimony:
'About two years ago I caught •
severe eold while traveling sad whisk
settled into catarrh of the brostaidal
tube*, and eri affected my vOio• Ulla I
was obliged to cannel my engagements.
In distress I was advised to try Peruse,
and although I had never used a patent
medicine before, I sent for a bottle.
" Words but illy describe my surprise
to find that within a few days I was
greatly relieved,and within three week.
I was entirely recovered. I am newer
without it now, and take an occasional
dose when I feel run down."-Jultan
Weisslitz.
A Prominent Singer Saved Prom Loss or If you do not derive prompt and aegis-
votes, factory results from the use of Parana,
Mr. Julian Weissli tx, 175 Seneca street, write at once to Dr. Flartman, giving a
Buffalo, N. Y., is corresponding secre- full statement of your came and he will
Sexy of The Sangerlust, of New York; be pleased to give you his valuable ad.
is the leading second bass of the Sanger- vice gratis.
lust, the largest German singing society Address Dr. Hartman, President a!
of New York and also the oldest. The Hartman Sanitarium, Col um buie()
Peruses Pr•ventive••d Cur• for Coles.
Mr. C. F. (liven. Sussex, N. 11., Vice
President of "The Past-time Hosting
Club, " writes:
"Whenever the cold weather sets in I
have for years pail bees very sure to
catch &severe cold which was bard to
throw off, and wile weuid leave atter-
effects on my constitution the most of
the winter.
" Last winter I was advised to try
Peruna, and within five days the cold
was broken up and in five days more I
was swell man. I recommended it to
several of my friends and all speak the
highest praise for it. There Is nothing
like Peruna for catarrhal afilktions.
It is well nigh Infallible as a cure, arri
I gladly endorse It."---C. F. (liven.
ismawnwisliv"Yar




Stiff Joints, Swelling, Lameness,
Sore Pius c r acitacho, Lumbago 41
RHEUMATISM. IN4
Mn. FRANK GARNER, of Lawrenceburg. Tenn.. writes:
'•I have been afflicted with Rheumatism for many years. One
application of Dr. Brown's Magic Liniment gave more relief
than anything I ever used."
Thousands Have been Cured By This Wonderful Medicine.
Price 25 and 50c a Bottle. 1111.1114C4Tri
For Sale at The Pearl City Pharmacy
HOPK INSV LLE, KENTUCKY.
WRAMPAMPARMARMAP
P. Winfree S. T Knig
Winfree & Knight,
REAL ESTATE
The seaaan of the year when people want to buy real estate is at hand
we invite those who want to buy or sell to consult this column
We have excellent facilities for conducting the business and with ad-
vertise the property put into our hands free of charge, and will furnish
prospective customers conveyance to look at property without coat Waists
Come to see us if 3 nu want to sell. it costs you nothing if you fail.
170 acres of land 4% miles north of
Hopkinsville near Madisonville road
on I. & N. R. R., lays well and wa-
tered, adapted to fruit culturi and
truck gardening, also stock raising
and farming, with prospects for min-
erals and oil. Cheap at $10 per acre.
Ooti level land end a deeirablo farm
convenient to twitted II slid Plitirelles
and on good road.
Nice cottage cm corner of Brown
and Broad streets. 7 rooms, good out-
on reasonable terms.
buildings, cistern, etc. Cheap and
Stock of goods, store house and
residence for sale at good town on
L. & N. R. R. First-class paying
businesa, nice location, good neigh-
borhood, churches and school con-
venient, reeidence 8 rooms, water
works and modern improvements,Exposure to a sudden climatic
,isscart:latt:n  follow,B alm 
ten acres of nice ground with real-
change produces cold in the head dence, good reasons for selling.
you 
' agResidence, 6 rooms, stable, earni-
artned against nasal catarrh. Price ,,,
ealtildwelathtaFillyi it e lious 
od 
cainsdteall i a l  necessary°r  o u tb uliwl do-
50c at druggists or Ely Brothers, SA tucky College, $1,600. Will sell this
Ifebsgof land adjoining South Ken-
it. The Balm cures without pain,
Warren street, New York, will mail place at low price and on easy term's.
Elegant two story residence on
does not irritate or cause sneexing. 
corner of 14th and Campbell streets,
It spreads itself over an irritated and by 156 feet to alley, house has 8 rooms
fronts gliti fe et on Campbell street
engry surface, relieving immediately and all necessary outbuildings, nice
the painful inflammation, cleanses hade trees, fine garden and grape
and cures. Cream Balm quickly r ril 
. 
ft improved suburban place
cures the cold.
One water and saw mill combined
and one small steal grist mill, on a
good stream, with five acres of
ground at a flourishing village, In a
rich section of country. Fine site
for a flouring mill, good reasons for
selling and is offered at a targain
and would be a fine money maker in
Has dwelling with 6 rooms, new
from any flouring mill.
bends of a thrifty man; twenty miles
barn and tenant house.
with 18 acres of ground, house 4HWopkati.nressv miles
pike,
 fgroln
rooms, good cistern, stable, poultryii '1 fl efiontem Cantonl d1114
etc., everything in good repair.
spring anti barn, fenced and has I) house, carriage house, milk house
Complete set of farming implementsacres of 
timber. Very desirable
go with the place.property.
Farm of 406 acres of fine land in titA splendid farm 
of 210 acres on
mile of mill, post office and church.turnpike 
road 6i miles from Hop-
Splendid house of ten rooms, largekinsville- New 
eight room dweliti
stable, 7 cabins for hands, 3 largewith three 
porches, well arranged
tobacco barns, 90 acres fine timber,with hot 
and cold water. bath tub,
good orchard. Farm in good condi-granary, cabins, &c., with windmill,
water closet, etc. 2 good stock barns,
tion and very productive. Will Imbranch of never failing water through sold at a bargain.
the farm. All under good wire fence
and in a high state of cultivation and Good farm 2111 acres out Nashville
in excellent neighborhood. A model road. 7 miles from Hopkinsville and
3 miles from Pembroke. good two-stock farm. Will be sold cheap.
Farm of 270 acres in Caldwell Co., story brick dwelling, 6 rooms, good
Ky., Smiles from Scottsburg and well, 2 large new barns, stables and
I. C. R. R. and 8 miles from Prince- granary. This farm will be sold at a
ton Ky. This farm hese good frame low price and on easy terms.
dwelling 10 rooms, good stock barn, I Large two-story house and two
tobacco barn, granary, good out acres of ground fronting on first
houses, 2 good wells and fine spring, street arid running back to the river.
White Oak timber.
00 acres of the land is in fine large i 13.5 acres of land 6 miles from town
,near Princteon road, dwelling, two
A splendid farm odd() acres, good tobacco barns and other out build-
dwelling with St rooms. stable, tobacco lugs price $6 per acre.
barn, apple aud peach orchard, extra: Good residence on corner of Maim
fine well, good cistern, plenty of, and let streets, fronting 80 feet on
stock water, walled cellar, land for-1 Main by 900 feet deep. House has six
tile and in a high state of cultivation. h rooms, good cistern, stable and ne-
On public road within 2 miles of Gra- cessary out-buildings. For sale.
cev ley. Will be gold at a bargain beacres of fine land just outside
.$69 per acrei715 acres of land with improve- toll-gate on Palmyra road
meats 4 miles from Hopkinsville on 3 tracts of land near Rennettatovrn,
Madieonville road. Cheap $1200. about 300 acres Will be converted in-
A beautiful honie; two story brick to two or three t risers. Sold on easy
room with bath fixtures and all mod- A nice cottage on 4th St.,four
residence; li rooms; hall and bath tombs.
rooms and kitchen, porch. good out-ern conveniences; everything new
and in excellent repair; house piped houses and cistern. price $990.
for water and gas, and wired for Two good residence lots on Main
electricity; good cellar, cistern, sta- St. in Hopkinsville, well located.
tile and all other necessary outbnild- The only vacant lots on West side of
ings; nice shade trees. This proper- Main St. for sale at slow briee
Elegant lot 80x200 ft. on Jesup ave.ty will be sold at a bargain.
l&nds that we will sell at low price 2 porches, cistern outbuildings, shade
We have the following Florida flue. Good home with 4 large rooms
116 acres ofsection: 361 acres in Parte() county. An elegant farm of
or exchange for farming land in this. and fruit trees, Price $1,400.
in Hernando county 180 acres in the best neighborhoods in South
120 acres in Pasco county, 900 acres land, on good public road, in one of
postoftoe,Hillsboro county. One of the above Christian, convenient to
tracts Is. heavily timbered wit-h the schools and churches, in • high mato
finest yellow pine, and another is of cultivation, good dwelling 2 rooms
heavily timberud -vith the pine from and haleonelargettobacco barmgood
which they maks turpentine. For stables and cow house, buggy house,
2 new cabins, smoke house, henfurther description, etc., see us.
One of the most desirable houses houite, new wire fence, nice young
in the city for boarding house; col- orchard, grapes, rasp-berries and
ttally located. convenient to bust- strawberries.plenty of water, very,
dean and depots within tune square desirable, will be sold cheap and on
easy 1(' rms.of Main St.
Good farm of 160 acres, 2 miles Some beautiful vacant lots on Witt.
In SIontgotliery enmity, Tenn, heeuirls
from liennetstown Ky. (hood house mit street.
1. timbered, 10 miles from Howell,
400 scree of &minable farming land
Ks', price $6.01) per bare.
Fine farm of MI acres In, neigh-
borhood of Howell, Ky., at a great
bargain,
Very desirable suburban residence,
house) two stories, ti rooms, new and
in good repair, about 7 acres of land,
just outside the city limits on one of
the best street.
A nice residence at Casky, Ky.
lot of 10 acres, six room cottage and
two rootn office in yard; good
servants house, large good ice house,
large stable and carriage house and
all neceisaary out buildings; splendid
shade and fruit trees, never falling
well, good cistern; convenient to de-
pot, school and church; 6 miles from
Hopkinsville with good pike nearly
the whole distance. Splendid h•cat-
ion for a doctor.
An elegant farm of 130 acres oa
Cox Mill 4 miles from Hopkins
ovine; well improved, good dwells
ing, 6 rooms, stables, granary, corn
and all necessary out houses; SINS
class land in fine condition.
Valuable store room on
street. One of the best bns1a11

















He Would Not Mahe
She Race.
(Special to New F.ra.)
OWSNSBORO, Ky., April 13.1-1
(km Beckham thisafternoon °pencil
his campaign for the Democratic
aomination for governor at the Doi-
vises county courthouse. He wa•
greeted by a large and oenthusheatii)
eadienoe. He was introduced by il•-•
Congressman William T. Ellis. 044
Beekbatn'a speech in full was as tot-
lows:
I aanouneed thyself a candidate for
the democratic nomination for gov-
ernor last December, after rerciving
• Ise me number of flattering assur-
ances of support from friends all
over the state. It was urged by those
eallrleadry to me that, under the con-
11111tation of the state. I was not elk,-
gibe+ to succeed myself In the office
of governor, even though I was Milne
they the unexpired term for which
Gov Goebei warn elected. I consulted
with a great many of the ablest law-
yers In the stale, and, without except-
Mon. they advised me that there was
ao violation of either the letter or the
spirit at tee constitution In my beinp
tee mixt term of the °Meet
Sedge Pryor. Judge Hazeirigg,—tird
ex-elliet Justices of the court of apt
—ex-Gov. Knott. Capt. W. T;
1.1n1:4and Mr. Lewis McQuown. all of
them ranting in the front of the legal
profession, wrote an able and unan:
swerable opinion declaring that I wag
eligible. Very many other lawyers ot
no lees ability took the same view;
Under such circumstances I deckled to
become • candidate before the pen..
pie for realeetion and I now say,
without the fear of successful contra.
diction. that this eo-called question of
eligibility would never be heard of In
this campaign except for its political
elect. and because my enemies admit
• the only hope they have of de-
as me is to create a doubt In the
• tnds of the people upon that ques-
. . I have always been frank and
• with the people of Kentucky,
ho have so generously honored me.
•d the high office of governor is not
"Meat temptation to me to ever
1 wafatrIX or selfishli with them_
• . titermors, SW" ID WI rrUID &nu
• doe that I would not be a candi-
one minute for this office if there, i
was the slightest doubt of my 611(11
Witty, or the least danger of contro-;
*may about my election; nor would!;
the eourt of appeals have ordered my
same platted upon the ballots for the:
primary, if that court had believed mei
taidigible. If I nad been under the;
required age. or if I had not been aj
ettisen of the state, or if I had been I ;
woman, they would never have grant-1
el a mandamus upon the state come
Mines ordering my name placed up.;
ea the ballets. That honorable court.;
composed of able and upright judges,!
with a deep knowledge of the law and:
with a patriotic love for the peace!
sad welfare of their state, would never!
have compelled the democratic state;
emeimittee to place my name on thei
ballets, In a primary called under the;
jaw, if they had considered me ineli-
gible mid that a contest and turmoil
might result from my election
My two opponeats opened this issue
before the people with the purpose of
raising contnaloa and doubt in their
meads about It. It was a legal ques-
tion. sad not one for the people to de-
cide. so 1 proceeded to get the matter
before • tribunal which could pass:
epos It I filed a suit in the Woodford!
eireult *owe before Judge Centr111.i
that the question might be properly;
peeped upon. My opponents, throughi
emir attorasys, asked to be made pare
ties to the suit, and alleged that they!
did net want to delay or obstruct al
derision upon it. It was argued hml
fore Judge Caatrill, and that learned;
and able judge decided In unmistak-I
able teems that I warn eligible and;
wee setttled to run in the primary.!
rig. WIN was taken to the court of;
appeals, sad there before that courti
my *pm:meats, through their •ttore
sere bogged, Imitated and demands&
that the court should not pass upos;
this eneattea, but leave it open, that;
these opponeate might further agi-
tate N before the people They did
sot want their only campaign issue
against me taken from them, and they
believed that if the court decided it
at ail It would be in my favor They;
did evenly what they had promisedl
aot to do in their pleadings before
Judos Coat/ill—that was, not to oh-
street or delay a decision of the ques-I
tioa
The court of appials, in ita wisdom,
gargled Judge Cantrill's opinion, and
• • Om maadamus. /did not fear
dissides: I 'Mated tt But mY
were afraid of one, and
• that the court say nothing of
seatter. If I was not eligible.
these is sot a member of that court
that, in hurtles to himself, In friend-
ship to me, and tn his love for the
pow. and meet of our beloved com-
Wisawealth, would not oppose my can-
didacy for this office. But, as a mat-
ter of fact, there are several of the
democratic judges of that court who.
are earnestly for me for the nominal
•tion.
The mistake male by my opponents;
is the same made by a host of othersi
who have sought public office. The
political highway is strewn. with the
corpses of men who have not given-
the people credit for having as much
mesas as they have. Many a bright
career has been suddenly ended,
essay a brilliant star in the gorgeous 
Srseamiest of political hope, and many's
ob. tassoolidi, esthe .1111111
tide of success, have 'urea Into tne
outer darkness, all because they
thought that it was an imay thing to
fool the people,—yes, the plain, com-
mon people,—whenever it suited their
purpose to do so.
I have an abiding and unshaken
faith in the intelligence and honesty
of the great body of our people. I
have never lost confidence in them,
and In this matter I know they have
sense enough to see the plain propo-
sition.—it does not take a lawyer to
see it—that the court of appeals
would never have ordered the name
of an Ineligible candidate placed upon
legal ballots, and that no meaner of
that court would favor the nomina-
tion of such a candidate if the court
considered him Ineligible.
The talk about another contest is
merely a bug-a-boo to frighten chil-
dren, merely • political trick to alarm
the voters. I have borne the brunt of
one contest, when our state was In
crave danger. and I did not shirk my
duty. I would not now, for any office
or honor within the gift of the people,
put in hazard the peace and welfare
of my state There is not the slight-
est danger of such a contest, except
in the fervid Imagination of some of
those who are trying to defeat me in
this primary
My opponents charge that I am
afraid to meet them In joint debate. I
charge that they are afraid to meet
me at the polls in the primary on May
9th, and that they are doing every-
thing in their power, by litigation and
by denunciation, to block the holding
of that primary, becaue• they know
they can not defeat me in a fair con-
test before the voters Their only
hops Is a convention, where the pow-
er of money and the power of political
combinations can often thwart the
will of the people. The cry about a
"machine primary" is so absurd that
it is not entitled to serious notice.
Who ever heard of a real "political
machine" wanting • primary? What
"machine" ever sought to take the
people into its confidence by giving
them a chance to vote? • "machine"
always wants conventions, and is bet-
ter able to carry out its plans in that
way than in primaries. But the peo-
ple are not deceived by this talk, and
they know It is simply a "stop-thief'
cry. There is a "machine,"—• strong,
active and alert one.—trying to get
control of the state offices, and fight-
ing me because it can not control me,
and that is the -machine" which is so
much opposed to this primary. That
machine can not stand up in a fair
fight before the people. Its methods
and its purposes can not risk the light
of public view. It has walled the
democratic organisation of Kentucky,
because it can not control that organ-
ization and could not force it to call
a convention. It has denounced the
members of that organisation. and
charged them with being my friends.
I ant proud of the fact that a large
majority of the demoeratic committee
are my friends. They are the men
who make the party's lights, and who
have been honored by their people in
being elevated to the councils of the
party's welfare. If they favor my
nomination and election. It is a com-
pliment to me The charge that I
bare tried to influence their action by
official favors is so baseless and un-
true that I shall treat it with the con.
tempt it deserves The men of that
committee who have been attacked
are men of the highest oharacter and
standing—men who have at heart the
best interests of their party, and who
would never let their friendship for
any man put in danger the success of
the party. They believed that a pri-
mary was the fairent and best means
of nominating candidates for state
offices, and for that reason they called
it. The court of appeals has decided
that they had • right to call it, under
the Jaw, and the action of the commit-
tee has been fully vindicated.
These members of that committee
compose the sub-committee which has
In charge the conduct of the primary.
The names of these men are a guaran-
tee of fairness and impartiality. The
chairman of the committee is the
Hon. A. W. Young, who within the
last year has been nominated without
opposition by the dam:wrote of his
district to be their circuit judge. An-
other member hi Judge J. M. Leasing,
the present circuit Judge of his dis-
trict, and the nominee for the next
term without opposition. The other
member is Mr. Mott Ayres, the editor
of a leading democratic paper in West-
ern Kentucky. No one will dare as
sail the character and integrity of
thole gentlemen among the people
where they live and who know them.
As Mr as it is in their power, they
will see that every candidate for ever.),
office will have absolutely fair treat-
ment The attacks made upon these
men come only from the brutality of
hOpiCess rags, and tee man who says
they will not give him fair treatment
knows that he has no chance to win
fairly, and Is seeking to make capital
for the republican party
It has been, and is now, my desire
to conduct this campaign upon the
itteh rrounds kettles the dignity of
en* 0=c13 Kt go •Arrtr-,
from all personal abuse or attacks up-
on my opponents and those woo have
been against me I shall not now al-
low myself to he dragged down to the
low level of demagogy and charlatan-
ism, in a race for the highest office in
the gift of the people of the Mate. I
have been patient and forbearing un-
der a fight made upon me by my ene-
mies so •Icicus. so corrupt, and ea full
of falsehoods, that it has not bees
ta AI. NI 411=e 3F3. .A..
Seanib. 1.LIeLind YOU 14311lJwi
*Wan 1.44e
eqtutled since the desperate and slan-
derous campaign waged upon my la-
' minted predecessor, William Goebel,
who was charged at times even with
the crime of beating his wife! I
I have not myself escaped calumny and
misrepresentation from disappointed
office-seekers, from disappointed par-
don-brokers, and from those grafters
who met with no cheer in my office,
and whose presence In politics is for
the purpose of plundering a campaign
fund or sandbagging a corporation un-
der some threat of legislative or fran-
chise-tax punishment They could not
control me, and they are therefore
fighting me with a malevolence born
of hate and despair.
I have no word of criticism for the
majority of those who oppose my
nomination. If they doubt the wisdom
of my election I accord to them every
possible respect for their views, and
I know that just as a great many good
democrats three years ago honestly
and sincerely thought It beet not to
nominate m• then, so there are some
good democrats who now oppose my
candidacy. I have no quarrel with
them, and I would not for any consid-
eration utter • harsh word against
them. I have respect for the man who
honestly differs from me, and all I
ask is that he accord me the same re-
spect.
I have always had reenters of kind-
ness and friendship for my two op-
ponents—Judge Breckinridge and Mr.
Hendrick. For Judge Breckinridge
must say, that while he seems to have
joined in with my other opponent in
the general light on me, his campaign
so far has been dignified and courteous
towards me, and that he has refrained
from any cowardly personal attacks
upon me or upon my administration.
I have no word of criticism against
him whatever, except that I must sat'
I do not think the judge seriously
wants the office of governor, except to
put himself in line for higher honors.
If he should be nominated and elected
governor, he would let some fellow
come along and take the office away
from him and then' run as a martyr
candidate for the presidency of the
United States.
Mr. Hendrick has made personal
attaaks upon me, which I shall not
let pass without showing that he has
grossly misrepresented me, and shown
a reckless disregard for the truth un-
worthy of any man who aspires to a
public office. It has been my desire
to let him make his race on his
own merits, without ever making
the slightest attack on him, but
as he has men lit to pitch his cam-
paign on the one issue of abusing me,
and has sought by various Matements
and Insinuations to reflect upon my
honor, I propose to lift him up before
the eyes of the people of Kentucky,
that they may have a good look at him
and see if they think be is the man
to be trusted with the banner of
democracy to tbe coming state cam-
paign:
From the chara,ter of the speeches
Mr. Hendrick is making, it is evident
t'aat he bas not the slightest hope of
winning the nomination, and it is evi-
dent that It is his purpose to bolt the
party's ticket just ash, has done before.
Beginning in 1894, he served one term
in congress from the First district.
and he was overwhelmingly defeated
for renomination in a democratic pri-
mary, in 1896, by Hon. Charles K.
Wheeler. He refused to make any
speeches for the ticket or his success-
ful opponent, and if he supported the
democratic ticket at all that year he
is the only living man who knows. it,
for no word of aid or comfort ever
came from his mouth in that cam-
paign, and his vote was protected by
the sanctity of the secret ballot. In
the following year (1897) he bolted
the ticket openly, and was the leader
In his (Livingston) county convention,
which selected delegate* to the state
convention at Louisville to nominate
a candidate for clerk of the court of
appeals, against the regular democrat-
le nominee for that office. Mr. Hen-
drick was made a delegate to that cos-
Tendon. In his connty convection he
was the chairman of the committee on
resolutions, and drew up those reso-
lutions himself Let its see what he
said of the decnocratio party. Here
is one of them, written by Mr. Hen-
drick. It is not necessary to give
them all:
"Resolved, Tate we unqualifiedly
condemn the Chtcazo platform and the
resolutions of the vocalled democrat-
ic state convention held at Frankfort
in 1897 as being un-democratic. re
voluntary and inimical to the Inter-
est of the American people, and
fraught with evil to the principles of
republican government, and as being
promulgated by designing men for the
purpose of securing the spoils of of-
fice without regard to the rights and
interest of the people.
Resolved, That we reindorse the In-
dianapolis platform of 1896 and point
to it as the only refuge of patriotic
men who desire the welfare of our
common country."
Notwithstanding he admitted having
written these resolutions and having
been selected a delegate to the Hind-
man convention. he made the state
ment in his speech at Georgetown a
short time ago that he had never fail-
ed to vote the democratic ticket but
once in his life, and that was In 1897,
when he said he WU "too ill to go to
the polls" A few days afterward he
was confronted with the record,
which showed beyond contradiction
that he had voted in that year (1897),
and that stub No. 91 on the poll-book
In his precinct proved that he had
voted. Now, how did he vote? If he
voted in accordance with the prin-
ciples he announced in these resolu-
tions which he wrote—and any one
would suppose b. did,—then he voted
for Hindman. and is now trying to
practice a deception upon the people
of Kentucky when he says be "never
scratched a democratic ticket." if he
voted for the democratic nominee,
then he was guilty of gross hypocrisy
In writing thoee resolutions, denounc-
ing in bitter terms the democraUe or-
ganization, just as tie is now denounc-
ing the same organization. Which
here of. tee ditererna.wIll Mr Heeseriet
mee' El(' its -snperrPe to camber rue-
tween them, for even the benevolence
of the secret ballot can not protect
him from his predicament. If he voted
as h.. talked and wrot,A, then he •etoti
for Mr. Hindman, and It he voted as
he now talks and writes, he voted for
the democratic nominee What a won-
derful Invention the secret ballot is'
The genius which conceived Its beau-
ties and perfections must have had is
mind Mr. Hendrick, and was trying to
relieve him, if possible, from the em-
barrassment of some of his pelitical
contortions.
I do not like to open the skeleton
closet of this political acrobat any
further, but as he Is now going about
the state seeking to take from me that
which I value above everything else,—
my good name,-1 must proceed in
showing the people what manner of
man he is. and how little credit he is
entitled to when he attempts to de-
fame honest men lie has written a
letter and sent it broadcast over the
state, saying that he was my attorney
during the contest here three years
ago, and that he acted without fee er
gr,m Mk,. at a-t•Dt':••= t
very unfair - ifrr flfearlek WWI tot
my attorney My attorneys were Ye-
Quown and Bradburn. of Bowling
Green, and Mr Maxwell, of Cinc!n-
natl. I pall them for their services.
Mr Hendrick was employed by the
candidates for the minor offices, and
he was paid for his few weeks' serv-
ices during that time about which he
now talks so mulch, the substantial
fee of $2500. He now tries to make It
appear that his services then were
purely "disinterested and unrenumer-
ated." But he was well paid for all
he did by this sum. I have gone into
these matters solely for the purpose
of showing the methods he has used
In attacking me everywhere he has
been.
am not criticising those who saw
fit to leave our party In 1896 and In
subsequent years. 1 know that many
good men left us In these years, be-
cause they did not agree with us upon
some matters of party policy Most
of three who left then have rerne
back, and no one extends to them a
more cordial hand than I do upon their
return to the party ranks I am glad
to see them with us again, and I
cheerfully accord to them sincere re
spect for the honesty of their views.
But I do criticise those who seek to
deny their position then, and now ask
for the highest honors within the gift
of the party
While my opponents have been out
abusing me. I have been faithfully at•
tending to the duties of my office, and
since they began their attacks upon
me I have succeeded in having paid
into the state treasury $1,323,999.35,
collected from the national govern
ment upon claims arising from money
furnished by the state to the govern-
ment of the United States during the
civil war Within the last two weeks,
we have used some of that money In
paying off the state debt and burning
up Its bonds. Our debt when I came
Into office was $1,000.000. We have
already paid off $954,000, leaving a
debt of only 846,000, which will soon
be paid off with some of the same
money, and still leave us out of the
fund about 11200,000. My work in the
matter has been one of the reasons
why I have not been able to meet my
worthy opponents on the stump, and
explains why I could not show • more
active interest in my campaign.
Some complaint has been made
about the fee paid the state agent.
Capt. Calhoun, for the collection of
these claims. No such complaint
would over be heard of if it was not
for the fact that I am a candidate,
anti political capital is sought to be
made out of it My enemies do not
want nit' to have the slightest credit
for this collection, although no at-
tempt had been matte to collect It in
25 years, until T undertook IL They
say it was only a piece of clerical
work, and any of our representatives
In congress could have gotten It Mr
Hendrick was in congress two years
from the First Megrim of Kentucky.
Why didn't he collect It while he was
In Washington? Or. at least, why
didn't he tell something about it no
that others could tindertake it' The
claim was due while he was there. He
criticises Copt Celhonn's fee, and yet
it is a matter if fart which he can not
dispute that Kentucky has collected
this vast sum from the revernment at
less cost than ever paid by any state
for such claims Capt Calhoun's fee
was less than 51.e per cent, of the
amount collected, his fee amounting to
about $71,000_ He would have re-
ceived nothing If he had failed to col-
lect it. Most of the other states have
paid their attorney twenty or twenty-
five per cent, for collection Con-
necticut collected on a similar
claim $1404.0011, less than half what
we collected, and paid her agent 25
per cent., or e1e1.000—more than
twice as much as we paid our agent.
Numerous other Instances could he
given. hilt it ts unnecessary In 1372,
the state of Kentucky paid Pike and
Johnson, lawyers. $25.000 for legal
services in trying to collect part of its
claim, in an effort which failed. The
records of the sinking fund commis-
sion at Frankfort show that, in 1875,
(',ov. Leslie contracted with William
Tomlinson for the collection of 1101..
121.05 from the federal government
and paid hen fifty per cent . or $50..
564)50, for his services. Several other
cases of a similar nature show that
the state agent was always paid more
than what was allowed Capt Calhoun.
Some effort is mule to show that I
did wrong in making two contracts
with rapt Calhoun The statement
made that I employed him under the
first contract and limited his entire
fee to $3,000 Is a deliberate misrepre.
sentation There is not a reputable
lawyer in Kentucky. after looking at
them oontracts. who will not say that
Calhoun could have collected as much
under the first contract as he could
under the seoond. The only reason
for the second contract was because
of the fact that 1 thought the matter
was of such consequence it should he
submitted to the general assembly
and let that body peas upon the ques•
ties of the fee The whole rase was
laid before the committees of the
two houses. I quote from Calhoun's
statement about it, for it exactly re-
lates the facts:
"As to my contract,, there was no
secret whatever about them The
terms of the first contract were made
known to the committees of the legis-
lature and hundreds of others, and it
was generally agreed that the fee was
most reagenahle. mane seetn• it was
not all maotign 1 was v-moe,7, evro•re
these committees several lltneti, to
make reports upon this and other mat-
ters which I warn looking after for the
state in Washington."
The general assembly passed a tell,
with scarcely any oppoeition, fixing a
fee la accordance with this ronteact,
and their Potion was a complete rati-
fication of the contract—the second
contrast being only a formal Proceed-
trig under this act. The general as-
sembly therefore approved and con-
firmed the contract under which this
Let- was paid
It is, therefore, surprising that my
enemies should stoop so low as to try
to make political capital out of this
matter, and I know that there is not
• good citizen to Kentucky who be-
grudges Capt Calhoun one rent of his
reward for his splendid achievement
in bringing in this vast sum to our
treseury, and enabling us to wipe out
our entire state debt_ Long after
the name' of those men who misrepre-
sent and criticise this matter have
passed into merited oblivion, the name
of Capt Calhoun will still be honored
and admired by all Kentuckians for
his brilliant work for the state
In coming before the people of my
state at this time, seeking at their
hands an indorsement end a re-elec..
Um to the position I now hold. I
hope I may be pardoned for any seem-
ing Immodesty In referring to my
record and services as a public offi-
cial I shall not do so In any spirit
of vanity or egotism, for I am pro-
roundly conscious of the fact that It
my conduct in office has been worthy
of approval, or the source of benefit
in any way to the state, the credit is
due not to me, but to the splendid sad
noble people of Kentucky, who have
stood by me In all my trials Lott
stecv.•_;thoried uth anu 12i. the ger-
Mrmance ern-Cleo afie MT.C.rnie for-
ties. I do not wish to go into an so-
count of the events in our state's Ha
tory during the time T have held tie
office of governor much prefer 'D
feat., that to others Our people, too,
are familiar with it all, and shill
only briefly refer to what has hap-
pened
Over three years ago, by the cruel
and tragic assassination of William
Goebel, Kentucky's elected governor,
I was suddenly and unexpectedly In-
vested with the duties and solemn re
sponsibiltties of the highest office in
the commonwealth, at the most critic-
al time in its eistory. The condition
ffof anet was one of anarchy and
revolutirn The capital of the state
was In the hands of an armed mob
William Goebel had been shot down
on the State House square by an
assassin concealed in the executive
bulldog. The republican usurper, W
S. Taylor, was in the building at the
time, only a few feet from the man
who fired the shot. He surrounded the
building with his armed retainers, and
refused to allow the officers of the law
to enter and search for the murderers
The lives of the democratic judges of
the court of appeals. and of other
democratic officials and leaders were
threatened. Taylor refused to recog-
nize a writ of habeas corpus, the most
sacred bulwark of English and Awen.
can liberty He adjourned the general
assembly without authority of law, and
ordered it to meet in London, Ky.
When the members of that body at-
tempted to meet in their halls in the
capital building, they were resisted
and chased through the streets of
Frankfort by bayonets in the hands of
Taylor's mob. They were driven also
from the court house, the opera house
and other places where they tried to
meet Every act of lawlessness and
crime warn committed by this man and
his confederates. Confusion and tx•
citement reigned not only at the cap-
Rat but throughout the bounds of the
commonwealth. Our people were
sever before wrougbt up to such a
pitch of desperation and gloom
Under such conditions became gov-
ernor of Kentucky and nothing but an
unwavering faith in the providence of
an All-wise God, and a perfect confi-
dence In the ultimate supremacy of
the law and the sterling good sense of
the Kentucky people, could nerve and
support me in facing such grave and
dangerous responsibilities. I knew
that our cause was just I believed
that it would triumph without a re-
sort to force, and that the courts of
the land would uphold us Many of
my advisers and friends wanted rad-
ical and forcible measures used to get
possession of our rights I refused to
do so I knew the strength of our po-
sition. and I knew that if the law could
not vindicate our position then we
were not entitled to success. It was a
critical moment; It was a supreme test;
but out of It all came a light which
will forever shine in brilliant One.
genre, illuminating the fact that the
Kentucky people are the noblest and
most law-abiding on earth. It was
their victory, not mine. I was but
an humble agent in the work accom-
plished. There never was a time in
the history of the world when a peo-
ple showed more forbearance more
love of order, and more patriotism,
than was shown by our people during
that critical period. Without that sup-
port my hand would have been power-
less The people of Kentucky owe me
nothing for what little I may have
done j owe them lifelong gratitude
for what they have done for me
There is no obligation upon them to
reelect me to the governorship, and
they should not do so unless they
think 1 have made them an honest and
capable official and would continue
to do so if reelected. have devoted
every energy of my body and mind
to • faithful performance of me Pub-
lic duties. I have tried with all the
power I could use to restore peace,
harmony and content among the peo-
ple of the state. While a democrat of
the strictest school, have done MI I
could to show our republican brethren
that my administration was fair and
just to all citizens alike, regardless of
their political affiliation. I have done
what little I could to reconcile all +sec-
tions of the state, and to bring about
a new era of Industrial and commie-
dal development in Our state
I want to see less politics and more
business in Kentucky. have attended
to the work of my office in a plata,
business-like way, and have not sought
to exalt myself by attempts at mete.
one and pyrotechnic displays of bril-
liant politics. I may be • "little man."
as sores of my excellest critics call
me, but I had rather burn a bond of
the Mates Indebtedness than make a
great speech or write a fervid and bre.
Dant article upon the political situ-
atron.
Gibbon, in his history of the Romeo
empire, says' "If a man were called
to fix the period in the history of the
world during which the human race
was most happy and prosperous, he
would without hesitation name that
which elapsed from the death of Domi-
Gan to the accession of Commodue
He also says that less history was
made during that period than in any
other time since the world began, and
speaks of history aa being "little more
than the register of the crimes, fol-
lies and misfortunes of mankind." My
ambition as governor of Kentucky ie,
not to make history, but to see our
people peaceful, prosperous and hap-
py If can contribute in the smallest
degree to such a condition, then tne
cup of my youthful aspiration will be
filled, and will be content to go to
my Mamba) grave with no glowing to'
bute inscribed upon my tomb, and
with no song or story to hand down
my name to posterity
I love Kentucky with the fooduees
that a child loves Its parent I am
proud of her splendid history. and I
glory i her generous and chivalric
people Her mnifortune is my mis-
fortune, and her happiness is my hap-
piness From the mountains to the
Mississippi, with her variegated soil
and productions, she has the greatest
and noblest citizenship the world ever
saw. all—whether mountaineer or
lowlander- -all Kentucklaas.
generous and kindhearted!
Can you blame • man for wanting to
be governor of such a people and each
a state" I ask that honor at your
hand. If my record and services In
office deserve your support. I believe
uyo will give it If you refuse It,
shall bow to your decision with the
grace and submission becoming a true
democrat. If you great It and nom-
inate me as your eadidate. I promise
to carry the honored banner of my
party through the campaign to a Hi-
umphant victory in the November elec-
tion
Whatever may he your verdict, re-
member that I belong to that class of
democrats who never holt their par-
ty ticket or refuse to support the par-
ty's candidate.
A Certain Caroler Chilblains
Shake into your ehoesAllen'aPoot-
Ease, a powder. It cures Chilblains,
Frostbites, Damp, Sweating, Swollen
feet. At all druggists and Shoe





Business in every sense of the word, and
can do your papering any time you want it,
and any way you want it, as we have associ-
ated with us 4 4 41 4 4 xe 4 4 4
Six of the Best
Paperers, Decorators and Painters
In this End of the State!
Everything new and novel in the Wall Pa-
per line can be found right here in our stock.
We would be pleased to show you, and pos-
sibly, could give you a few new ideas in the
way of decorating your room.
HOPPER & KITCHEN
SCEE,*)333 333k
If you don't buy your clothing from J T.







In fact the most satisfactory of Men's
popular-priced shoes on the market, made
in all the latest shayes and leathers.
Prices:
$2.00 $2.50 $3.00 $3.50
$4.00 and $5.00.
We are in business for business and ap-
preciate the fact that our success 5I-pend





Have You Any Valuables?
-
Notes, Stocks, Bonds, Policies, Deeds,
Will., Jeweler.', etc., or Any Paper
The Les of whi,•1) would be eerion. the •alt• t 11..._`• .1111 -
out aexiety lists been a coligtatii prohlt to wit', ;I -I ,
A SAFETY DEPOSIT BOX
IN THE VACL'N OF"
PLANTERS BANL & TRUST COMPANY
Now fits the CHI•fi exavtly. These Ssifrt y Boxes are coestrecied along
modem lines of security. vvith individuni ks, %retitle ioir new
- burglar-proof steel-lined Vanilla, and lo Which n toeter luny haveac-
eras any business ilay in the year. all umit•r the c..ustant watch-ear.
of trusted otticinis of the Houk (It Trust Co.
IttE RENTAL FEF IS OM NAL THEY ARE ABSOLUT, LV PRIVATE
If you ore at all interested the company cord shy invites you to
cell anti inspeet these boxee. Their Streegth, Security, Simplicity.
Mivitcy and ether conenetuleble ndvantagee will be gladly explain-
ed. Do not delay. They are being taken every tiny.
PLANTERS BANK & TRUST COMPANY,







ME BEST IS ME cwt.'s"?
o-
41• 2
N'ortheast Corner bud and Walnut Streets.
SP • 01i experienced teachers, each one a specialist in his line. Gradu-
ates of this celeige preferred by business houses. School open all ear.















Nev Era Printing-6 Publish'g Co
HUNTER WOOD, PreseSest
OFFICE:—New Era Building, Seventh
street, near Maui, MOpkinsvills, Ky.
$ 1.00 A YEAR.
etecutved at O., postOrlitoe in blopktnsyllle
Ita second-clam mall Ottlittair
Friday, Akil 17, 1903
Supplement.
FOR BETTER ROADS
FISCAL COURT MAKES A
STIRRING APPEAL
Cooperation of Citizens Is
Urged.-Resolutions
In Full.
The following reaolutions were
adopted at the annual meeting of the
&cal court of Christkan county last
week:
To the overseers of the public roads
of Christian county, and all citizens
Who are alive to the interests of the
public rouds of the county, greeting:
1. We recognize the burning need
of better roadways throughout the
county, aud as the Baca' 1 agents of
the county we are striving to accom-
plish the greatest good in road re-
pairs to the greatest number With
the means placed at our disposal
through the process of taxation, and
In order t impress upon our people
and especially our overseers the
great need of their 000peration in
these matters, and In Order that we
may have a more complete under-
standing we desire to gall your atten-
tion to the real facts as to the coun-
ty's ability to carry on this great.
work of road improvernent mud road
construction.
2. Christian county; for the year
1900 will have more !demands on
funds raised by taxation than for
any year in the past. 'File court
house and the county jail are both
In a state of w.etched repair and
have been condemned by a compet-
ent architect as being: unsafe; and
the grand jury at the term of circuit
court just closed called the circuit
court's attention to those conditions
and except for a promise on the part
of our county officials that these con-
ditions would be remedied would
have Indicted the fiscal court. These
repairs would be very expensive and
we have no surplus in the treasury.
3. Christian county is one of the
largest in the state; and has more
miles of public road than any two
counties in the state—We have over
2000 miles of dirt road and have over
ninety miles of macadam. These
macadam roads when purchased
front the private companies were in
bad repair, and the new pikes con-
structed were very inferior: and to
maintain these roads is necessarily
expensive.
4. The law limits tbe levy for road
and bridge purposes to n cents
on, the $100 of taxable preperty,
and the-fund so realized for road and
bridge purposes hi entireir °inade-
quate for the. proper urerintenan.;e of
these roads.
It is therefore apparent to us all
that if we want good roads we must
rely largely on the efforte of the in-
dividual citizen to gel them to
sapplement the money raised by
taxation as far as it will go.
5. We would call time &Hendon of
the overseers of the county to this
fact, in fact, this is the Main pur-
pose of this resolution, that there is
a growing tendency on the part of
some of our people to make a charge
against the county for eery little
thing done for the roade: end In this
way the individual claima for small
things done for various neighborhood
roads against the county are enor-
mous; there is also a grotring ten-
dency anieno some of our! overseers
to employ more teams and labor on
the roads than is warranted, or than
than is necessary to do the work;
and we would further state that
some of our overseers have been lax
In certifying claims to this:: urt for
psyment.
8. We therefore call upod the va-
rious overseers of the county and all
citizens of the comity to take an ac-
tive interest in the public; roads of
the county for the ensueing year;
and to at once assemble on :their re-
spective roads and put game in prop-











D.a0y the Cause. You Remove
the ktfcct."
Sold by Thomas (13. Trahern
Send lime in stamps for sample to
the Herpicide Co., Detroit, Mich.
rens to make as little expense
against the' county for the next
twelve months as possible; and we
urge our people as a patriotic duty,
and as a duty they owe their com-
munity and the c: unty, etc see that
no claims are made against the coun-
ty in these matters where the facts
aid condone:6 do not werrant it.
7. Believing that our people will
lend their aid and co-operation
along these lines.; and with the hope
that this court will be enabled to
meet the demands upon it for the
next year, ;without involving the
county in debt, and without impar-
mug the interest of our public roads,
we do most sincerely commend these
facts to our fellow citizens with con-
fidence that they will give us their
aid and co-operation.
Improving Slowly.
Prof. Dudley, whom we reported
better last week, continues to im-
prove very slowly. His brother, who
had been attending his bedside, has
returned to his home in Indiana.—
Pembroke Journal.
- —
New L. & N. Schedule.
The L. & N. has issued a new time
card for this /division. The change
of schedule effects only four traine.
The accommodation now leaves here
for Nashville at 6 o'clock a. in., in-
stead of 6:16. The New Orleans lim-
ited, southbound, leaves at 11:58 p.
no instead of 10:60, and the north-
bound New Orleans limited at 5:411
a. in., instead of 6;07. No. 64, the
northbound St. Louis fast mail,
leaves at 9:50 p. in., three minutes
later than formerly.
_
Many School Children Are
Sickly.
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for
Children, used by Mother Gray, a
nurse in Children's Home,New Yerk,
break up colds in 24 hours, cure fe-
verishness, headaches. stomach
troubles, teething disorders, cud de-
stroy worms. At all druggists,
Sample mailed free. Address Allen
S. Olmsted, LeRoy, N.. Y. 4-6
•
Vcgctables
We are receiving daily di-
























Mr. Crean Addressed The
Voters.- Other Politi-
cal Notes.
Mr. Chas. H. Bush and Judge
Thomas P. Cook, candidates for the
Democratic nomination for circuit
judge in time Third district, debaters
the issues of their campaign at the
courthouse Saturday night. It was
their third discussion in this city,
and was heard by a fair-sized crowd.
It was Mr. Bush's appointment and
I is menagere had expected au im-
mense audience of townspeople.
The city had been flooded with baud-
h advertising that he would speak.
Trumpeters had driven through the
streets advertising it with printed
signs aud bugle blasts. Late in the
afternoon, Judge Cook, learning of
the appointment nail having been in-
vited to be present, announced that
he would be on hand. The candi-
dates spoke in the afternoon at La-
fayette, and did not arrive at the
courthouse until about 13:30 o'clock.
Mr. Bush spoke first. substantially
repeatieg his address ef the previous
Monday. Judge t.amk, who showed
much less fatigue than Mr. Bush,
made a crisp, clear-cut speech. He
presented his clainei for reelection in
a convincing manner, and argued
that in addition to having had long-
er experience es an attorney than
his opponent he had, of.course, ac-
quired special qualifications by his
six years' labors on the bench.
---
Mr. Robert L. Green, of Bracken
county, who is a candidate for clerk
of the court of appeals, made a brief
and pleasing speech at the court-
house Saturday night at the conclus-
ion of the debate. Mr. Green has a
great many friends and admirers in
Hopkiusville and Christian county.
Col. "Bill" Thorne, of Henry coun-
ty, candidate for lieutenant gover-
nor, was in the city this morning en
route to Cadiz.
Judge J. F. Gordon, of Madison-
ville, and J. L. Orayot, of Sinithland,
will have no opposition for the Dem-
ocratic nomination for the offices of
circuit judge and commonwealth's
attorney respectively bf the Fourth
judicial district.
The committee met some months
ago and called a legalized primary
election to be held May 9 for the put-
pone-of making nom 'undone for these
offices, with the proviso that if only




Negro Found Hanging In
Fulton County.
(Special to New Era)
FULTON, Ky., April 13.—Titus
Moore, colored, was found hanging
from a tree this mon ing. He had
been dead several hours. It is not
known whether he committed sui-
cide or Was lynched.
EIGHTY SKELETONS
Found When Spanish Ship
Was Raised.
(Cablegram.;
MANILA, P. I., April 13.—The
flagship Riena Christina was raised
today by the American.
Eighty skeletons of Spaniards were
found.
Admiral Dewey sunk the vessel in
his memorable battle in Manila bay.
L. & N. EXCURSIONS.
The L. & N. R. R. will sell round
trip tickets to New Orleans at one
fare April 11, 12 and 13 with finallitnit April 19, except by depositing
with joint agent an exteneion can behad with final limit April 30. Ac-count Natienal Manufacturers' asso-ciation. J. C. Hoe, Agent.
The L. & N. R. It. will sell round
trip tickets to New Orleans, May I,2, 3 and 4 at one fare account "Ameri-can Medical association." Final
111111 ef tiekete May 12, except by de-posit of tickets with joint agentsante will be extended until May 30.
Account of "Southern EducationalConference" the L. & N. R. R. willsell round trip tickets April 21 withfinal limit April tee at Ofle and one.third fares.
Seecial one way settlers rates tothe northwest. 'For further infor-tnation apply to J. C. Home' Agent.Special one way settlers rates toCalifornia points and intermediatesApply to J. C. Hooe, Agent.
HIS CONFESSION
NOT GIVEN BY YOUTSEY
IN WRITINC.
May Co on Stand Tomorrow
in Trial of Jim
Howard.
(Special to New Era.)
FRANKFORT, Ky., April 13.—
The case of the cutiononwealth vs.
Jim Howard, charged with the mur-
der of (Joy. Goebel, was resumed
this morothg. The attetneys ter the
defense made a demand today for a
copy of the alleged confession made
to the state by Henry E. Youteey.
Common wealtieti A ttorney Free Id ill
said there was no written cenfeseion
amid that he had only notes of the ev-
deuce given by Youtsey before time
grand jury.
Eleven witnesses for time cowmen.
wealth testified Saturday. All had
been on the stand At former trials of
the emits and their testimony was for
the purpose of showing the bringing
of armed men to Frankfort, the
shooting of Wm Goebel; his death
and the post-mortem examinetem
and its showing.
All of today probably will be Con-
sumed in exemintition of witnesses
who have been on the stand before
or are of no great importance. Henry
E. Youtsey will not be called before
Tuesday and probably later.
41, PERSONAL 4r,
Mr. M. E. Boyd went to Louisville
this morning.
Mr. R. C. Lawson left this morning
for Elkton to advertise the Odd Fel-
lows carnival in that city.
Mr. Frank Buckner and daughter,
Miss Mildred, of New Providence,
Tenn., are guests of the family of
Mr. Upehaw Buckner.
Miss Mary Blackwell, of Hender-
son, is a guest of her sister, Mrs. J.
H. Dagg.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Radford, of
Pembroke, are in the city.
Mr. Julian Adoue, of Palestine,
Tex*, is a guest of the family of Mr.
W. R. Howell.
Mies Mary Sasseen, of Henderson,
Is visiting friends in the city.
lir. Andrew Sargent has returned
from a profeessional trip to Earling;
ton.
MOVE OFFICES
While Remodeling of Court"-
house Is In Progress.
County Judge W. T. Fowler amid
County Clerk John P. Prowee Mote
made arrangements to occupy the
old Planters Bank building while the
courthouse Is being remodeled. The
offices will be moved at once. The
offices of Sheriff Davis and Circuit
Clerk Starling will not be moved.
The work of tearing away the front
wall of the courthouse will begin as
soon as the offices are moved.
Hid Her Face.
The eclipse was pulled off Satur-
day night as scheduled by the New
Era. The sky was clear and Hop-
kinsville people bad an abundant op-
portunity to "rubber" at the phe-
nornenom
When the moon rose above the ho-
risen a small part of it surface was







eclipse lasted until after eight
o'clock, when the moon shone again
with her usual splendor.
A Thoughtful Man.
M. M. Austin, of Wincheeter, Ind.,
knew what to do in time hour of need.
His wife had such an unusual case
of stomach and liver trouble, physic-
ians could not help her. He thoughtof and tried Dr. King's New LifePills and she got relief at once and
was finally cured. Only 21,e at L. L.
Elgin, C. K. Wyly, drug stores.
Cets Good Thing.
Mr. John 'T. Rabbeth, formerly of
this city, has rented his flour tnill at
Lonieville, for $10,000 a year, with an
option to purchase it at the end of
time year. Mr Rabbeth has been re-
tained as manager at a handsome
salary.
New Factory.
The Cadiz Record says that Mr. P.
Nash and family have come there to
live, eid next week work will begin
on the Hiram Blow stave factory
there which Mr. Nash will manage.




Found Neighbor and Wife
Under Compromising
Circumstances.
News wits received in this city yes-
terday afterimoim of a tragedy in
lli)pkimm5vounty, at the home of Mr.
and Mrs: James Boyce, whim had
been married about tw m years.
The Boyce home is :witted about
utme-italf mile from Dui ton amid Mr.
Boyce had walked fiat m town to visit
a sick brother. After eating his sup-
per, !ultimo his hr-ti. icti,11
pioved, returned earlier than was
expected. IA'heit he entered his
home he found Robert Neuman in a
comproinising positioe with his wife.,
He drew his revolver and began
firing on Neuman. Two balls peue-
traced the breast and 040 passed
through the left arm.
As soon: as Neuman fell, Boyce
withdrew from the house, leaving
his wife wild a till excitement. Neu-
man died this morning. _Boyce Imes
mot beem heard of @Mee, and it is
said that no effert will be made to
capture him, as the sentiment of the
coummutiity is that tie Was illS1 Hied
Neuman.
Neuman and Mrs. Boyce were
sweethearts before the latter was
mai:Heti, and it is dal:lied that she
has beeu heard to tna;,.e the asser-
tion that Neuman wig. the only man
she had ever loved.
Mrs. Boyce is said te be a beauti-
ful wornan.. The couple had no chil-
dren.
A Gambler's Daughter.
Plenty of excitemem is to be found
In the modern sensatienal uielo-
dramu, "Gambler's Daughter,"
which will be been here Tuesday
uight, April 21. One of time scenes
depicts toe Chicago board uf trade
on a bear day. During a recent en-
gagement in that city the left stage
box was occupied by a party of grain
speculators. During the action of
the play the leading actor suddenly
cries: "October wheat at 73, who'll
buy?" One of the speculators In the
box had become so interested in the
play that he shouted in good old bull
style, "I will; a hundied at 73." The
laughter of the audience can well be
imagined, but the old speculator
didn't appear in the least embariass-
ed.
•••••--4•11.•
Sent to The Asylum.•
Mrs. Ben Frank Armstrong, of the
Dalton country, was tried before
Judge GiVelni Tuesday as to her san-
ity and was adjudg•el of unsound
mind. The unfortunate woman was
taken to Hopkinsville that night
when she was placed in the asylum.
Ibis is the second titre she hail been
adjudged insane. She was sent to the
asylum about three years ago but af-
ter being there a few months was
sent home as cured. _ler mind has
never grown right, he :sever, arid re-
cently she became violent, going so
far as to make threats to kill mem-
bers of her family a id would con-
eeel deadly weapons uoon her person.
Her husband and sot It will be re-
membered were dro %nod in Clear
creek about two years ago while at-
tempting to cross the itream on the
ice.—Madisonville Hustler.
A Croat Son.satIon.
There was a big sent atiun in Lees-
ville, Ind., when Vi. H. Brewn, of
that place, who WAR eopected to die,
had his life saved by Dr. King's
New Discovery for Consumption.
He writes: "I endured insufferable.
agonies from asthma, tut your New
Discovery gave me immediate relief
and soon thereafter effectd a com-
plete cure." Similar, cures of con-
sumption, pneumonia, bronchitis and
grip are numerous. I,a1 the peerless
remedy for all throat t.od lung trou-
bles. Price 50c and $1 Cure guar-
anteed by L. L. Elgin, C. K. Wy ly,
druggists. Trial bottlos free





The building of a hione I:as liii ii
many a man's start toward the build-
ing of a fortune. Many cannot save
without a definite object in view.They go on paying remit, year afteryear. with no thought of time future.Let the
South Kentucky
Building 41 Loan Ass°
of Hopkinsville, Ky., help you.
Henry C Gant, Pres
J E McPherson - Sec
FREE TRIPS TO ST. LOUIS WORLD'S FAIR.
ALL EXPENSES OF THE 120 KOST POPULAR SCHOOL
TEACHERS IN THE STATE PAID.
School children and public
generally invited to vote to
net, Timm- the most popular
in every couniy. Votes tea
cents each, ten cast at one
time. All money over and
above trip expenses ot teach-
tErsent'ugcZyinliU9iledin'ecigi:ti'thoef Ezthe-
position. Every voter thus
given the satiafaction of
knowing .1 worthy cause and
imp,rtant object have been
sided, at the same time •
favorite teacher has received
rec.'s', it • . Contest eon -
duc:ed under • ,spix. of
Educational Exhibit Com-
mittee of Kentucky Exhibit
Association. the organization
for mid to raise polio..? for •
Kentnekv Building sod full
display Or the States pro-
duc.• and resources at the
Fair. the Legisl•t are having
failed to male appi opria-
tion Every educator in the
Stare. wh, t her teacher in pub
lic or private schools, ormember of femme,: of academy, college or univeraity, medical, dental or theological institution.protestant or catholic& nominational school.. is eligible to election. Members of the Educationali,xhibit Commit: te alone ex, ewe&
Names of all school children voting to be enrolled in the Itentscky Building at the Exposition. Kentucky will have sit educational exhibit occupying 2.•,41 squale feet of space in thePalace of Education. The F.xpositi .n is to met h0 allterna I IGO:A event in the world's histc,ry. The 120 teachers chosen wi:1 be lucky indeed in being tendered h , trip to the Fair. Remycounty elects its own most popular edni ator . The county 00 Ode of Jefferson casting the largostnumber of votes will be allowed to send two tea, hers—the most popular and the second 110001puT.,olar
rut; VOTES WILL BE TES CENTS EACH, TEN CONSTITUTING A BALIAYr•At ten cents each every school child in the State wit! be able to cast at least owe vote for hr her favorite teat her. But the voting nil! not be confined to schoolchildren.PARENTS OF PUPILS OR ANT OF THEIR FRIENDS BAT VOTE. The purpose of the Associ-ation being to elect the most popular school teacher in each county. as so considered by thegenerally as well as by the school children. Ballots contain tell spaces, so clubs of ten pupilsmay be arranged and each giving ten cents be credited o ith hi4 or her vote. If one person de-sires to cast ten votes, it may be done by tyriting his or her name , • one of the spaces and remittint one dollar It is not required that the name of the pc r•  sotmeg be given at all. All of thespaces for voters' names may be left blank. The Asso.-iation wants, however, to enroll in theKentucky Building at St. Louis next year the name ()revery child who cast one or more votes inthe contest. Pupils ore •sked therefore to sign their names plainly to the ballotsALL EXPENSES OF THE TEACHERS WILL BE PAID by the A 4,0CiarlOn This will includerailroad transportation from Louisville to St. Louis and retur, board at one of the best hotels inthe city for six days and admission to the exposition grounds for six days.THREE PARTIES WILL DE MADE UP FROH THE HOST POPrm.AR Tlill'HIRS to tuake the tripmore profitable and more enjoyable. Facto/ these parties will corisi.t of forty WI teacher.. Thtwould make a total of in teeche re, but a, thee are only to) counties in Kentucky. the Assorts.Don has decided to allow two teochers—the most popular and the second in .1 popular—to gofrom that county -Jefferson excepted—which casts the greatest number of votes -in the contest.ALL TEACHERS IN TEX STATE STAND ON AN izor4i. FOOTING in thif contest Theteacher with only twenty pupils may receive more votes than the teacher with five Of six timesas many enrolled in his or-ber school. because the voting i not confined to children. The publicwill yboet ea on n3imaypobretac.antnfteifcto,r,r.
soy person who taught school during or is teaching now. Thisgives the teacher ot • use months' school, which closed in November or December, the opportuni-ty to be voted for during the vacation period.
ANT Xrist:a OF BALLOTS RAT RE CAST AT ONE TIME. The:els no limit. The more,dol-tars sent in for any one teacher the more votes be or she will be credited withONE DOLLAR CASTS TEN VOTEs ; TWO DOLLARS CASTS TWENTY VOTES. THREEDOLLARS CAsTS THIRTY VOTES; FOUR DOLLARS CASTS FORTY VOTES: FIVE DoLLAItsCASTS FIFTY VOTES; TEN DOLLARS CASTS A IIVIVDRED VOTES; ONE HUNDRED DOI.-
LARASlICoAf'stTheS mOoNnEeyTrIer(c)erioSedANiDn ‘111OisTcoEntest, over and above that used in defraying enemies ofthe tao most popular teachers of the STIII, on their t ips to the World's Fair, will go foe the Mac-tion of a Kentucky Buileihr at the exposition; so every v,ter in thin contest may have the addi •tional satisfaction of k flowing that he has aided a' worthy cause.
THE STANDING OF THE CONTESTANTS WILL RE PRINTED FREQUENTLT in each county toshow his or her friends how the race is being run. Begin voting now for your favorite schoolteacher The votes will be counted under the supervision of the Educational Exhibit Committeeof the Association. The personnel of this commit ;ee iS•A foll.rm • Prof. 1-1.1;. Brownell, Loci),viile, Chairman: Prof, II. V. McChesney, Frankfort ; Prof. R. }lancets, Louisville; Prof. W. H.BarthoUnnew, Louisville; Prof. F. Paul Andersen. Lexington ; Dr. Chase Palmer, Danville: Pres-ident Widiam Dinwiddie Jackson; Dr. W. G. Frost, Berea; Dr. B. B. Fluntoon. Louisville, DrE Y. Muains, ; Dr Arthur Yager, Georrelown ; Superinteurientjj, A. Cassidy. teaington . Superintendent S I.. Frogge Frankfort; Prot. C. J. Crabbe, Ashfinil : Prof. McHenryRhoads, Owensboro; Prof. T. S. Allen. it, Inoue ; rn,f. C. C Cherry, Bowling Green' Prof ESC*Spencer. Louisville; Miss Pattie S. Hill. Louisville , Mr's. Emily E. Bracken, Louisville, and Mrs.M. IS Tucker, Louisville. Members of the Educational Committee are not eligible to election inthis contern.
arm 
EVERT COENTY ELECTSER.  ITS OWN FAVORIT  TEACH 
co 
Competition betwees
—KR which he or she wants to make the trip.
counties only applies to the race lor the zzoth trio, the unty, outside of Jefferson, casting thelargest total number of votes being granted the distinction of sending two teachers.The result will be announced in every paper i the state, and, in addition to this a courratielatory message will go to the teacher elected In each court'y Later the details of the trip will hearranged, each teacher chosen being given the privilege of selecting the months-June, July eangust,s tsoal in 
CLIP OLT THIS BALLOT, FILL UP BLANKS AND MAIL Wall $1.
__ cast TEN votes for
iWe or 1
24-8
of _ a's the most popular teacher in
county. ONE DOLLAR ENCLOSED.
10c.
10C.
Voters are not required to sign their, names, but the Association wants all school childvoting to do so, as it will enroll them in the keetucky BuildingVoters have the option of ballo.s direct to the *seer etary of the Association or t thepaper from which clipped.
Additional riallots may be otrained by rettirso extra copi, a of !hit: paperRemittances may be made i•y certtned click registered letter, t cent p stage, express orpostal moneyrorder or in cur ency at sender s rota Add:cos all communicativos to




In Virginia inounteine. 34th Summer
July 1 to Sept 1, 1903. Meant for be-
ginners, for candidates for the bar mindfor practitioners who have lacked
eyeteinatic instruction. For catalogue
ad d rem al3•13tend






day or night. Tel-
ephone 32, H. H.
Golay's stable.
Dr. Jas. E. Oldham
Dr. Lula E. (ildham,
OSTEOPATHS.
Graduates American School of Os-
teopathy, Kirksville, Mo. We are
graduates of the two-years' course
(required by all reputable schools etosteopathy) consisting of four terms
of five mouths each, actual class at-
endance.














You can buy lots
in af ePhertion &
Fowler'e addition
on West Seventh
Street at any price





















Prices 25c, 35c, 50c and 75c







The very essence of styli,
grace. and COM fort is tumbod-
led imm a sunim-r uit of dres-
sy ;:erge or Cheviot. Call
and inspect the line shown
by
Ed. J. Duncan
Tailor, W. 7th St.
HAMPTON FOX
Attorney .at-Law
And reacher of Itock-keeping,Short-hand and Typewriting. Guarantees
I
eatisfactimi to industrious pupils.Also assists III securing lucrativepi/31 t:10118.






Ore •.ilments. for cattie ailments, for sheep
The most sensible thing to do when suffering




beeituee it i noted for its ability to drive out sore-
ness and inflammation, after which it heale the
damageti fiesh in a remarkably short Spaee of tittle.
for ,mett woitatts soak a cloth with the Hutment
aril teir.4 os the sews as you would a poultice.









rams DE WITT TALMAGL, D.1)..
Poster of Jefferson Park Presley-
%erten Chanel, Mamas*
 0
Chicago, April 12_ - in his Easter
sermon the preacher shows how the
resurrection is as much at a reality to-
day to all who believe as It was to tbe
apoottee and draws some helpful Kerte
nal lessons The text is John ex, Id,
-Ike turned herself and said unto him,
"litabisoce, which is to say, Master "
Poor thing! Poor thing! There goes
a broken hearted woman. ID the early
bears of the morning she is sobbing
mod wriviging her hand& -What is the
matter, Wary" "Ati," she answers,
t•they have taken away my Lord, and
1 know net where they have laid him.
The Ulnae body snatchers or the high
priest's gbetila have rifled the tomb
where we buried Jesus. I am trying to
trace his sacred dust and bring it back,
It peasibie. to its former rutting place.'
Ate Idary's actions estraordinare/ It
we thenglit the graves of our loved
ease had hoes opened sad the hoilhos
oinked away toe dissecting purposes,
weahl In set at mice hurry off to the
BMW petits and try to lad some trace





eurremeter their stolen treasures?
in our bereavements comforters re-
mind so that It is the mind, the soul,
the spirit, of the departed that we
loved. They tell us that the physical
that is erill in death was not real-
ly the beloved one, but only the tene-
lased that loved one temporarily °CCM-
pied. We know that is true, but bow
deer that tenement is to as! That hand
which once held ours in loving clasp,
eyes which lighted up in joy
boa died, those lips which
merle of affection-bow dear
tbay RIB are, though death has robbed
them.( all power of response: It is
bard to part with them even Dow.
I was deeply impressed with this
Meting when some 'ear) ago I visited
the crematory at Pittsburg. I held in
say band the urn containing the ashes
at the famous engineer who devised
the Ferris wheel for the Chicago
World's fair. only a few months be-
fore be had worshiped in my church
at Pittsburg. I remembered well an-
other exquisite form which had been
simalarly consumed. How well I could
mall the face and fora) of Emma Ab-
bott us she rang one of her wonderful
saw eel, six months before her body
was carried In on a stretcher and
@breed tbroogh the opened furnace
deer. Theo I turned and said to the
ateetedant. "Do you believe in crema-
tion?" "I did." he answered. "until
hue May. I firmly believed in it on
sanitary grounds and cooed argue Its
benalleence from any standpoint."
Theo hie eyes grew moist as he said:
-Bat last spring my little girl, my only
And, died. I could not bear them to
think of her beautiful curls and lovely
teem being shriveled up In that hot
tarmac ito when her mother came to
ase and asked, 'Husband, shall we have
baby's body creme usti' !t I answered:
'No, wife. We loved that little body
toe well to let it be burned. I think
wo had better start a family plot and
let our baby sleep among the spring
Gowen.'"
mares 114••••11 Jelontrace1.
Alt, yes! Marrs seemed Journey to
neat rifled tomb was the most naturel
estrous* of her breaking heart. lib*
wanted to find the poor bridged. lacer-
ated form of our whom she bad loved
while be was alive and whom she still
essitlaned to love after be was dead ;
But that Journey back to the tomb
at Jampb of Arimathea ended in the
strangest of all surprises. Mary went
te seek the dead. Jibe found the living
Mary went to an empty crypt. She
found a risen Lord. Let as learn to-
day bow Christ first appeared after the
'rectifies's. to whom be appeared and
for what be appeared
The risen Lord re% 1..11 bilnwelf •.•-
seeding to the fulfillment of propbecy.
yaw husband should say to you.
"My dear, business compels me to go
to New Tort. I shall be gone Just four
days. I shall be home nett Thursday
morning on the Pennsylvania limited
*aprons," you would expect him home
at that time. alloy? Been use In all
your twenty years of married life your
husband has never broken such an ap-
pointment with you. You any "He is
as particular about keeping au en-
itagetseat an was George Washington.
Ober day the president stood by his
desk with his opened watch in his
head, saying to his tardy secretary:
Seeretary. you have kept me watt-
ling aow ten full minutes. A slow
watch le too excuse Either you must
got • new vetch or I will art • new
secretary' That is my husband all
through He never, Dever breaks an
appointment unless be firm notifies the
party that It will be Impassible for him
to keep it." But. my Ester, you have
Sot as much right to expect your hus-
baud to keep an appointment with you
as the Christian disciple* had that
Jesus would rise again from the dead.
He clearly and distinctly sad emphse
teeny told theta that lie would do so.
Hs told them this so clearly and point-
edly that the high priest sue luia hire-
lingo went to Pilate and had him seal
the tomh and plate thereabout a Ro-
man guard "until the third day lest
his liscfplee come by eight And steal
him aeray and Say Unto the neopie he
is risen from the dead" Yet when the
reearrectloo of Easter morn .114 come
i•hriers disciples were surprised They i
were •14 dumfounded. 'neer were al
aret as aoaphined that they thought
Fever and
ally stop • chill,
ways cures. Kra. Wm. M. Stroud,
14 id I oth ian , Tema. May 31. 1000,
writes: We have used lierbine In
our family for eight years, and found
It the best Medicine we have ever
seed for la One, bilious fever and





a continuarce al- 
WILBUR R. SMITH, , FColo., writes: -I believe Ballard's aim I
LEX INCTON, KY.,
ague. A dose will usu-
the Oslo bad stolen Christ's
body sad the moat despised of all
thieves. the body snatchers. had delis
crated the tomb
Christ's Premises vomited.
This leads to some suggestive infer-
em-es. Our (-toning gospel triumphs
and succeasee are to be a long:gut-cps
sion of surprises. Though wd ('brie
thine may live as close to t'lli•ist as his
disciple* did. yet when Christ's prom
Imes are to be fulfilled we shall be
amazed with a holy and glorified
amazement. We shall be amazed in
the way we shall come to die. Many
really good people now look upon death
as a haunting horror But most of us
will then be surprised to find hew easy
It is for a Christian to die. iVati not
dying William Hunter amazed when
he cried. -Ail is well! All is well:-
Was not dying John Pawson 'mimed
when he said, -I know I am dying, but
my deathbed is • bed of ruses:" Wan
not dying John Fletcher amazed when
he said, "Oh, how this soul Of mina
longs to be gone, like a bird out of Its
cage, to the realms of bliss:- Was not
the dying Christian. A. M. French.
amazed. when he turned to the!watch-
era and said: "Oh, my wife amid dear
daughter, how sweet to die!: How
sweet to die! Oh. that I could tell you
bow sweet!" Yea, like the discloses at
the tomb most Chrlatleni *111 he
swami to find how easy It is to die,
though Christ has again and satin told
Us that deatb is not ennlhliation, het a
Then, eke the disciples of old, we
shall also be *mated after our °On res-
urrection. Though we have read again
and again a description of heaven, yet
when we come to that beautiful city
we shall cry, like the queen of itheba
In the presence of Solomon, -The half
was not told me." We shall be amazed
at the beautiful river of life, in which
no redeemed immortal can ever be
drowned. We shall be amazed at nit
arching rainbow which Mt. John saw
round about the white throne, and yet
no showers of raindrops or teardrops'
through which its variegated colors
(an be reflected. ll'e shall be amazed
st our ears 'Mused to heavenly min
strelay, and yet not hearing one die
cord. Everywhere in !leaven our eye.'
and ears and our sensibilities will be
startled and stimulated, hut never
rimmed. with amazement upon amaze-
ment
Then, above all, like the disciples of
old, after our resurrection we shall be
amazed at the Infinity of Christ's nacr
li 
e
ce. A mother was one day talking to
her little child and asked her, "Daugh
tee are you not often atiazed at the
fact that Jesus died for you?" -Why,
no, mother." she answered. "You
would be willing to die for me, and
why should not my Saviour? It is Post
like Christ." But neither that little
child nor any one plow this side of the
grave has ever had grace enough to
fathom or scale or comprehend the im-
mensities of a Saviour's sacrifice. It
shall be only after we ourselves have
been joined to the heavenly choristers
that we shall fully realize what tie/
Saviour's atonement means for us. Our
redeemed future, as with the disciples
of old, will have amazement upon
•ndaie went, amazement upon amaze-
ment'
What Nary Believed.
The risen Lord appeared unto Mary
with the !same personality that be had
before the crucifixion. How do I know?
Mary thought he was the gardener. By
that I do toot believe Christ's garments
were bespattered with mud or that his
fingers were soiled from contact with
the flower stems, but I do believe that
the risen Lord stood by the side of Ma-
ry as he had often done before the aw.
tul crucitliloo. I do believe that the
risen Chriet had the name voice, the
same look, the same touch of the hand
and the earn* heart sympathy for earth-
ly teoubles that he bad when he him
self was compelled to go hungry and
knew not where to lay his head.
It Is easy, even on Easter day. to
have a distorted idea ofehe risen Lord.
I well remember when a little boy bow
I used to study the hideotui idols which
wy uncle. John Talmage, the mherion-
ary. sent us from faroff China. I
would take a malformed and repulsive
Image 1)f moot' or wood to my room.
Then would say to myself "How
multi any man worship such a thing
as that as How could any
worshiper suppose that his god. could
have two stumpy, withered legs, buried
tailor fashion tinder a bloated ,abdo-
men; two hateful eyes, senintin* with
strabismus. and a mouth horrible with
the demoniac grin of a destroying mon-
ster?" But the heathen bowing before
such a shrine is perhaps Out more in
error than sortie- Christiania are in ref-
erence to their risen Lord. They sup-
pale the resurrected Christ is uncanny
in looks and actions. After having suf-
fered for our redemption they helleve
he is no longer a human being, that he
lives billions aud billions of !miles
away from earth and has no part In
our everyday life .kb. no. The :.leeius
who uy ropy hized with Mary's tears
when she ,enue to seek his body Ot the
tomb Is the same Christ who Onoria-
noised with her troublesbeforie tee
crucifixion.
Thus the Christ who talked to!)dary
In the Easter dawn preacher -a vac-
ticsl gospel for a practical everyday
life. The boy Jesus who was in the
carpenter shop is the resurrected Christ
who is today ready to bend over the
shop beach and help the mechanic In
his toil. The fatherless Christ who
once saw Mary. the mother. struggling
for her daily bread-fur Joseph is sup
posed to have tiled when the divine
child was very young-is the sympa-
thizing Slailour who today Is ready to
help the widow and care for the or-
phenol. We preach not an Easter J.
sns in the elegant robes of a king so Nicse.
much as In the plain garb of • work- goss
taxman going forth to help those who situation.
are In the awful struggle for a phy*
Leal existence
The ris.,a Lord appeared first mato
siary because her great love would not
allow her to desert the rifled tomb.
Reading carefully St. John's account of
the resurrection. you will find that Ma-
ry tende two visits to the garden where
Christ's body was laid. First she went
as a woman. Even to this day the wo-
men of the east on the first day of the
wet k are acetistowed to do just the
same as they did in Christ's time. For
sit long weeks at early dawn the wow
go to the new made graves to weep
there. With my own eyes I have seen
them going and heard them with my
ears. Just as the sun is peeping over
the Juda-art hills they mane forth robed
in white, with faces covered with long
veils, %veiling and sobbing as they go.
But 1111 4111.Ther did Mary reach the tomb
and find it desecrated than slue ran and
told the dieciples Peter and John.
What then hasmened? Why, Peter and
John came to the tomb and verified the
statement with their own eyes. Then
they turned and went home, but Mary,
the loving Mary, would not leave. She
lingered. asking every one she met
practically the ODE' question, "Where
have ye laid him?" She asked it of the
two angels: she asked it of the sup-
['west gardener; then, as she still con-
tinued to linger about the tomb, Jesus
revealed himself unto her.
What does the second journey of
Mary to the rifled tomb of Jesus
teach? Simply this: If we only go in
spirit to the Easter tomb of Christ.
seeking him and staying there, as Mary
stayed, Christ will reveal himself unto
us. He ell 'reveal himself as be did
to the nott Christian reformer of old,
whese dal and hourly prayer was
this simple sentence: "More light, Lord,
more light, more light." He will re-
veal himself as he did to Thomasa
who, after preaching for
warty years in his Kamen), pulpit, sud-
denly had a new revelation of the life
of Jesus, from which he was able to
preach his mighty sermon on "The Ex-
pulsive Power of a New Affection."
He .ltali eat himself as he did to
Charles II, Spurgeon. Not until the
youthful Spurgeou caught a glimpse
of Christ crucified was lie able to grasp
the right key, which opened to him the
doors of the treasury of the gospel. lie-
will reveal himself as he did again and
again to your Christian mother. Never
did a morrow come to her hearthstone
but she immediately tied. like Mary, ter
the tomb of her Lord. There she stay-
ed; there 'he sought her Master; there
p s]she ray' until the "peace that pass-
eth all understanding" came into her
heart. Oh, my dear Christian friends,
why do so many of us go to the tomb
of Jesus as Peter and John went and
then turn our beck.' upon the empty
crypt? Why do we not linger as Mary
lingered? "More light. Lord, more
light, more light." More light from
thy cross: more light from thy loving
face; wore light into our troubled lives.
On this Easter day we cry: "More
light! More light!"
The risen Lord appeared early in the
morning. Some Bible students inter-
pret the words "when It was yet dark"
to wenn that the resurreeted Christ is
only going to reveal himself to him dis-
ciples after long succession of earthly
troubles. They try to magnify the
hopeless grief of the Christian disciples
during the two black nights following
the crucifixion to that dumb despair
with which the mother of a criminal
might watch the stern, grim, voiceless,
forbidding walls of a state penitentiary
within which her son is about to be
plectroetited for the (Time of murder.
I one.. saw such t never wish
to se.'se.'the Ilk, of again, The mother
hired a Nom overlooking Sing Ping
Wows There alio sat hour after hour
watehlug end walling, Not until this
egotsialmig animism, had Israel that her
boy'. heart had ceased to beat did she
turn away end bury her crushed life In
a distant city.
The Cheerful View.
But I take a brighter and more cheer-
ful v he iew of t resurrectiou of Jesus
Christ in the early dawn. I believe that
Jesus Christ appeared unto Mary in the
early dawn. when the birds were
stretching their wings for a morning
bath, when the cocks were sounding
their reveille of the barnyards, when
the dogs from hunger were trying to
hunt around for a stray bone for their
breakfast. christ %cents to 1,-aim us
that just as soon as possible he shall
appear to explain all our sorrows and
heartaches end mysteries aud trials
and separations. Christ could have aps
peered the first Easter day at the sec-
ond watch, when all Jerusalem was
stirring, or at 12 o'clock noon, or even
at the tenth hour, or just before sunset,
and still have totalled the prophecy
that he should rise again on the third
day. But such tardy action is not like
that of my Lord aud King. He would
not protract by a moment the grief of
his sorrowing friends. Just as soon as
the prophevy was fulfilled he burst the
bonds of death and revealed hietself
unto the broken hearted Mary, and Just
as soon as Christ can return and we
are prepared for his message be will
appear again and explain away many--
perhaps not all, but many-of the hith•
erto Inexplicable mysteries of our lives.
Divine explanations this side of the
grave as well as the other aide of the
river of heath! (iii. tuy brother, is
not this to youA glorious &once
thought?i do toot want to wait until
I reach the heavenly land before I
shall hut'.' had at least some of the
reasons gLeit why my trouble'. were
sent to me upon earth.I want some
of the reasons explained terrestrially
tts well as celestially. By these earth-
ly explatuttions I want to be spiritually
stronger to do the work which has been
elven me to do. even though to do It
my bleeding feet fume pass over blis-
tering, 'Itel thorny pathways I want
to hale the same divine revelations ap-
pear to me when earthly troubles come
that came to the wife of a church ofb-
eer whom I -isited a short time ago.
For years this husband awl wife had
!won 001.1141M Bnt at last Ood blessed
their lactase. .k little one came end






















The Hind You Hoy, Always Bought, and whh ac alas been
in use for over ":() ,ears, has borne the signatnee of
and ha l been made tineot his per-
sonal Supervision rine° its infancy.
Allow no one to deeeive you in this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and "Just-as-good" are but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
Infants and Children-Experience against Experiment.
What is CASTORIA
Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Pare
gone, Drops anal Soothing Syrups, It Is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrlatea anti Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children's Panacea-The Mother's Friend,
VENUINE CASTORIA ALWAYS
Bears the Signature of
The Kind You Have Always Bought
In Use For Over 30 Years.
CISITAMI 00•••••111. IT 111.11111.1•111TIMM. MVO VOM MM.
stayed just long enough to be leved,
aud then her spirit tied. Was ilea
Christian mother hopeless, hitter and
rebellion's? I Hi, no. The Christ who
had appeared into Mary jot the ea rly
dawn stood with her Ity the empty
crib. "Mr. 'falmage," she said. "do
not think bern use my baby is dead that
she lute iireught flu loiettleffIg into iny
litiehand's ilDll my own life. She lived
twig giough for Its to pity the husband
and the oife who woo d l. lia a I -kilt!
She lived long enough to bring my
bleeding heart into sympathy with
thosevt who hae trouble.' a mll ind me.
I can thank 1 ;011 for my little etnpty
..%nd 1 t'1111 thallk G011 for my
little gray.' 'my brother and sis
ter. in the early dawn of the morning
would )0u toot like u'inlet to route and
reveal hitnaelf to you? By divine in-
spiration do you not wish, like this
Christian lady, to be able to hopefully
and blessedly explain litany of the
earthly troubles which now !Weill ready
to ovewrhelm you?
The illesioa of Cary.
The risen Lord appeared unto Mary
sot that she might go and tell the dis-
ciples that she had 'wen the living
Saviour. This was no mutall infusion
upon vvhich to be meta. Must not the
trattaporting news lit a notiereeted
(inept be (serried to the fartherwoot
parts of the world} Stipa nut this
new. naturelly first he spread lirtinti
enat by the testimony of Mime a- lin hail
lived mien root end rimiest tti demo./ If
Mary Mn ells low. alld Istifrrii mid Job
and James slid Mary, the mother of
Christ, would not be true mind announce
to the world a risen !Saviour, would the
Phariseea or the Roman guard that
had been bribed or the blatant bias
phemere who truest Christ and his
doctrines, do so? And If we, who are
the professed followers of Jesus, -will
not bear testimony to his divine power.
will that gospel testimony be scattered
by those who know him not?
And why should not we, the profess
trig followers of Jesus, be willing to
announce to the world the glad tidings
of a risen Christ? Supposing that to-
dmy your wife WAS miek and had to 1111 ,
dergo a Very serious operation. would
you not notify her mother and father
And brothers and sisters of the im-
pending danger? And if that opera-
tion was a twelve's would you not make
the telegraph wiree thrill with the
IleW11, "The doctor's say the operation
was a success mind that she will get
well?" If you would thus hasten to
send the news that your wife had been
saved from the jaws of death, how
much more should every one who
realises what the resurreetion of the
Lord means to our dying race join in
the effort to send broadcast through it
perishing world the glad news that
Christ has risen from the dead?
nWe ca imagine the joy that was felt
many year, ago in an old farmhouse
o vertalu occasion during the late
civil war One of eh« sous, who was a
soldier boy, was reported to here been
shot. His name appeared in the death
column. 'fhe oldest brother immedi-
ately went to the front to find out how
the lad was shot and, if possible, to
bring the body home for burial. When
he found hie brother's regiment and
captmin, he was told the young urea
was not killed, but only wounded. The
elder brother did not et en wait to see
his wounded brother. He rushed to
the nearest telegraph Littler stud Kent
these words to the old folks: "Charley
Is not dead, but alive. I shall bring
him home as soon as he can leave the
hospital." Alt. yes. there was joy in
the old farmhouse over the seemingly
miraculous resurrectionection of the dead
boy. Im there to be no joy scattered
aber:C:md 
nby us when we a ounee ev-
erywhere the glad tidings of Easter
ni
The Christ of Easter Day.
But there is one result of Mary's wee-
nage to the dieciples upon which I
would like to touch before I close. She
carried that news to doubting Thomas.
Even with all the testimony that Mary
brought, Thome.' would not believe that
Christ had risen again until he had
thrust his linger into his pierced side.
Even nfter Jesus had appeared among
Ills disciples and Thomas saw (Owlet
cfae to Nee he would not believe until
lie hail tonelied Jesus. Is there' any
doubting Thonms here today among
its? Is there any one who is trying to
believe the Bible and the gespel with-
er!! believing the divine birth and the
divine resurrection of Jesus Christ?
Oh, my beloved, among the beautiful
flowers of Easter morn do not try to
exhume a oorpse and 'sill It a living
Christ. Dom Pedro I. of Portugal. on
the day of hia roronatIoe, had the dr.
composing body of his dead queen can
lied through the streets of Lisbon with
a jeweled crown upon ler skull and a
scepter ho her hand. But, after all, site
Was A dead queen. Look today ut a
living atolls. Look today at a resur-
rected Christ, whois reedy to show-
you his sears, the results of suffering
for your slum. Look today at a living
Jesus, who demand,'n  that you tha not
ouly tall him Master. but Itebboni.
which is to say "Orrat :dexter." Look
today at an Easter Christ. wile was as-
cended unto the Father, with whom
you way be able, through hls bleod, to
pass an eselleem Easter.
(copyright. 190S. by Louis Klopsch.]
He Knew What He Wanted.
When Chaplain Russell of the Mis-
souri house prays, he wants the mem-
bers to give attentloff. Ills prayers
being sent up especially for them. he
thinks It unseemly for them not to ha.
tell. Having observed that the mem-
bers did not attend to what he maid.
the Iter. Mr. Russell wafted the fol.
:owing petition up to the throne of
grace a few moruingm ago: "0 Lord. I
ask that those in this house who rime
to their feet for prayer insly not tout'
throne to read on their papers while the
chaplain prays. I irri tif that they may
!MVP some reeptet for God if they hake
not for the chaplain.- - Kansa,. City
Journal.







Horehound Syrup is superior to any I 
ar of hi. mi albIe
other cough medicine and will do all ' tmouirtmeiril couff.r°61 an lilyF KY. ERSITYthat Is claimed for it, and it is mo t w"
*want to take. My little girl wants aireokirardedte theigo.aslo as "et wees. a.ekte.tssaRzimmiltii est11720"-. •
to take it when she has no need for trio etkr",,,loldsoit'dr,lon=7,,;.,,
letet4;..lies Leo
liberthand,TypoWntaig, and Telegraph/A*216as.It." Ballard's Horehound Syrup is
the great cure for all pulmonary ail- 
alirThepeurdadAirtinelty DLitizre.7ityc!,),,,oplonfiteuittoderr oral:
MOMS. flee 50e and tI.00 at O. K. I.
WILBUR R. MITH, Lexington, KY.





mem so SawIMF knees reach to, Maras Y.
Silberman
Bros.
Largest Fur House In America
Branahim Ail Over Swims.
0,....; • . e MA for all kind;
r,..vr f; I y,or shipment
unt,1 you get mt p..co Mi.. arile





e We have three children. before the
birth of the l,st one my wife use 1 four bet
ties of XOTHER'S FRIEND. If you had the
p!ctures of our children, you coule see at
a g oho that the last one
Is healthiest, pi eldest and
finest-looking'ofthem all.
My wife thinks Mother's









FRIEND prevents nine-tenths of thesuffering incldent to child-birth. The coming mother's
dispos!Von a3,1 temper remain unruffled
throughout the ordeal,because this relax •
Inf, penetrating liniment relieves the
anal distress, A good-naturril Minket
Is pretty sure to have a good-natured :MIL
The paiont Is kept In a throng, healthy
contivien, which the Child Alio inherltk,
Nether's Friend takes a wife through the
crisis dulekly and almost painlessly, II
assists in her rold ieeovery, and wards
Off the dangers that so often follow de-
livery.
Sold by druggists for II a bottle.
THE BRADFIELD REUULA FOR CO.
ATLANTA, OA.
S •r. I tor Olt free II wt r.i.e,1 book w rabbis
espres is fn etcpvctant Inothere.
Canada
Golddust
the seseon of 14103 may be found
at the stable of the undersigned, on
the Princeton road, within the city
limits of Honk ineville, Ky.
This saddle and harness horse com-
bined is a dark mahogany brown, 16
hands high, weight when fat 1200
pounds, fine style, heavy bone, quick
and active, has proven himself a fine
breeder. Bred and owned by gen S.
Moore, of Christian ',entity, Ky.
Was aired by Horsey's Goiddust,
his dani by Hiawatha, he by Im-
ported Allison, his dein wits Canada
Cl'Ikte'ifli be permitted to serve mares
at the low price of






S years old, near 16 hands high, back
as a crow, mealy nose and white
points; of fine length, heavy built,
good form, heavy bone. quick and
active, and has proven hitr.self a fine
breeder. Was sired by Old Starlight,
an imported Black Spanish Jack;
was imported front Spain by the
Nashville Importing Co., of Nash-
ville, Tenn. Young Starlight's dam
was a thoroughbred Black Spanish
Jennette from Nashville, Tena.
$8.00 to Insure Foal.
Mares must be returned regular
through the eensen After breeding, or
the price will be charged. Money
due when fact is ascertained or mares
transferrod befere foaling Hine. No
doubful mares taken.
Mammoth,
A Spanish Jacli,. Yrs19
Old, 15 Hands High
Weight 575 pounds, of fine length,
heavy built, g4o I form, iteevy bone.
quick anal active, has proven himself
a fine breeder.
Was sired by S. H. Myers' Jack,
Granger, 16 hands high. He by
Blythe'd Black Prince, he by Rein's
Black Prince, his dain an imported
black Jetinette. Mammoth's date
was sired by Reuben Curry'is Mam-
moth Jack. of Caldwell county, Ky..
and he by W. H. West's old thor-
oughbred Spanish -Lick, Gray Mam-
moth, the best breeder and mule
Jack that ever stood in thin eounty.
Mammoth will /druid sit the Name
rates and conditions as that of Youtig
Starlight.
ite'Not responsible for accidents
should any femur. Season bee com-






Digests what you eat.
This preparation contains all of tho
digestants and digests all kinds of
food. lt gives I netant mellet and never
falls tocure. It allows you to eat all
the food you want. Tho most sensitive
stomachs can take It. By its use many
thousands of dyspeptics have been
cured after everything else failed. It
prevents formation of Ration the stom-
ach, relieving all distress after eating,
Dieting unnecessary. Pleasant to take.
It can't help
but do you good
Prepared only by F.. C. DsHirrd Co , Chtcheith
The II. bottle ocietalas Sit times umbee,ellfh
Qnliti leer el We overview's
INCHESTER
66 NEW RIVAL"
FACTORY LOADED SHOTGUN SHELLS
Give these shells a thorough trial, and you will find them to be as
nearly perfect as experience, ingenuity, brains and equipment can
make them. They are made with the Winchester patent corrugated
head, which has made Winchester "Leader" and " Repeater"
Smokeless Powder Shells so popular and satisfactory. Winchester
Factory-Loaded "New Rival" Shells are thoroughly waterproof,
and are loaded by exact machinery with the standard brands of
powder, shot and wadding which makes them uniform and reliable.








you have .lea-arnes, ton 7,..72
stipated, had taste in the in.
not all of these symptoms,
then some of them? It's
your liver.
elI Your aroente is poor,
your b "flutters,"





containing no mineral or
narcotic p Awns. It will CON -eCt
any or all symptoms, make your health,
appetite and spirits good. At druggists, 50 cents.
.-•-....reamtoneetwee•••••••••••••.• aa.,.............weremowoumpewmarammtmemeoe 
Business Notice!
We wish to inform our friends and the public that we
are in the csrriage bu:iness ; place of business, corner Vir-
ginia and Ninth streets, opposite postoffice
We have opened this store with a
Complete Line of Up-to-Date, Very
Latest Styles of
ALL KINDS OF VEHICLES.
Made toour especial order, to suit the people, and bought in car lots to
get the very lowest factory prices, to enable us to sell at the very lowest.
We have a complete line of
OaK Tanned Harness! rine Whips!
Handsome Dusters!
Nv,, will le op In 0.44, for the enhvettlettee of carriage
liener., a line of Carriage Mame, ouch as
Coach 0111 Axle Wrenches, Poles! Shafts!
Axle Washers! Lamps! WhipSocKets!
Shen, A Wrist let's, Hitch Linea, etc, We will appreciate
patronage. Come and see its. Yttilre truly,
vv. 'r. 1E301VP.E..7
Dr. DeHAVEN.
I NAIL A SPECIALTY •I NERVOUS DISEASES.
I have been es fly soccoestul in the treatment
of marrows and Oballipaa.
1 not only cure Nervolis troubles but I ca. put 15
to 30 panda oil weight oa a thin delicate woman or
man in 30 to 90 days. I can develop tbe lungs and
enlarge the chest 3 tot inches in 60 to SO day.. I cure
Spinal am' Nervous diseases of children, Backaches,
Headaches. Chronic Conetipation, and Chneic Ca-
tarrh disappear forever under this specific treatment.
Its additive tt. my owe eapecial treatment I use ail
the modern systems of cure, Yadkin', Osteopathy,
Eiectricity.Superheated Air. Scientific Feeding. Nurs-
ing, etc., etc.
This treatment is given oily in my Office a-II Sao-
itariunt. Best it acawnmodations for trut-rd-uovrn pa.
tdes ts. Call et write Or further information.
Dr. FREDERICK DeHAVEN,
Physician. Surgeon, Osteopath,












e e,.licit the accounts of Firms, Corpora te ins and I ndivid-
rot Is, premising prompt, courteous treatment to all, and every
at.ronitnedat ion, consistent with conservative bank lug.
If contemplating opening an account, or mak!ng any change
in existing relations, would be glad to correspond with you.
ILLINOIS CENTRAL R. R
TIME TABLE.
No332 daily.
Effective Sunday, Dec. 7th
No 384 daily
LvHopkinsville 4 00 a to 11 30a m
Ar Princeton 6 to a in 12 35 p m
Ar Hendersou 9 20a nt 561) p no
Ar Evansville 10 10 ft DI 636 p in Gaily
I,v Princeton 40 22 a in 12 48 p m 2.49 n iii
Ar Louisville 4 bh p m 535 p In 7.46 a Ili
I v Princeton a lit a in 224 pr 2.28 it nu
Ar Paducah 7 NI a y, 3 44 p u. 3.42 a rot
Ar Memphis 11 50 p in e.2.6 am
Ar New Orlerti.e 111 tit) a in 7.40 p in
No 341 daily except Sunday Ar at HopkinsvIlle 8:00 a ie.
No 335 Senility only arrives et Hopkinsville 10.85 a tu
Ne 333 Ar et H'ilik ii.svi!le 8 40 p it I No 531 Ar Hopkineville 9.511 pit'
W. A. Ket.eosin, A. O. P.A. E. M. Keizeivooe. ei,e..
Tomieville, Ky. Polochnoville
A. IF. HANSON, 14. V. A _Chicago, Ill.




Louisville and Nashville RAroad
TIME CARD. Effective April 13th.
swim. SOUTH.
No 62 St Louis Express 9.641 us in No 61 St Louis Expresso. _6:20 r
No 64 St Louis Fast Mail.. .9:47 put No 63 St Louis Fast-Mail... .e:40 a in
No 02 Chicago and New No 96 Chicago and New
Orleans Limited 6.07 a in ()u lenna Limited 10:60 p
No 66 Hepkinsville Accotn 5:46 p in Ni 56 Hopkinsville Acconi..01:16 a m
Not. 62 and 64 connect et St Lours for all points west.
No 51 connects at Huthrie for Memphis hue point.' as ler smith ate Ilene
end for Louisville. Cincinnati anti t he east.
Nos. 53 and 55 make direct connection at Guthrie for Lieti mine Cit.
cienati mil all pointe north and east thereet. Nes fi3 and ...So fa 'meet
for Meintolis sit I wee points,
No. 9'2 runs through m,. Chicago end will not, carry paeseerers Pototseolith of Es-titter ilk, also carries mItrougli 'sleepers to fit. Louis.
No 93 through sleepers to Atlanta. Macim, Jeckteniville, St A tyu
and Tampa, Ela. Alen Pullman sleepers it New Orletamp. 4 klaticeettc
(halide for pointo east and West. No. 93 will riot carry lone! pas seiLere
or eolith; north of Nashville. 'Fenn 1. ('. IltelF, Age
The Only Compiety That Makes "Deferred- Div idetels a Coritriet
Home life Insurance Co.,
OF NEW YORK
Organized in 15641,
mERI kVETHER & WILLIA/VISO\.
General Managers, Kentucky and Southern fuliana,
61, 62 and 6`3, Todd Bldg , louii5villc, Xs'.
Assets. $14,432,216.56
Surplus and Funds Layed Aside for
Deferred Dividends, . . $2.306,467.80
Insurance in Force i $65,258.563.00





Horse Down Main Street.
--A Collision.
(From Saturday's Gaily.)
While driving to town this morn-
ing Mrs. Birch Walker and her little
daughter had a very narrow escape
front serious injury by their horse be-
coming frighte•ied and running
away.
The horse had proceeded quietly
from Mrs. Walker's home to the toll
gate site on the Canton pike, when,
on coining down the hill into town,
on account of the breeching being
loose the buggy ran against the horse
and he became unmanageable. Mrs.
Walker displayed great preeence of
mind in not jumping from the ve-
hicle herself or allowing her daugh-
ter to do so, and when Main street
was reached, although quite a sharp_
turn had to be made there owing to
the narrowness of the thoroughfare,
she succeeded in turning the horse
toward the business section of the
city.
The horse came plunging down the
street and was seen by many per-
sons, but all efforts to stop the fright-
ened animal were ineffectual. Just
in front of Clark & Williamson's
grocery Mrs. Walker's buggy struck
a phaeton belonging to Mr. John
McCarley in which were Lucian Mc-
Carley and a companion.
The phaeton was torn to pieces,
out fortunately both the boys escap-
ed without a scratch. The collision
checked the runaway and before the
norse made another start, he was
caught by John Chant), colored.
Neither Mrs. Walker nor her
daughter was hurt. Her rig was
damaged but slightly and her horse
Whim uninjured.
-
You Know What You Are
Taking
When you take Grove's Tasteless
Chill Tonic because the tumults is
plainly printed on every bottle show-
ing that it i•siinply Iron end Quin-
ine in a tasteless form. No Cure. No
Pay 21)e.
= Beauty and Strength,
Are (1.61 HOU', You ere termite and
TlIftlftNall, 101011 ylltlf Mien' II pure.
tliest-Winitate fall to
pruperly digest their Nod, niiil so he.
mime pale, t,iIiiw, thin nod seals,
while /Ito hrightnesii, frioloimia snit
beauty the skin and romplea
depart. Remedy this
evil, by equine iiiii hood, m it t
taking a smell dose of lie, bin, lift,'
each meal, to dIcest what v 'et lott e
eaten. ai C. K. W"3-1J's.
CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children.





Paid For Cattle at Grange
Sale.
The 27th annual stock sale at
Church Hill by the grange took
place Friday, and was very success-
ful. The attendance was large
About 500 head of cattle had been
listed for sale, hut only about half
that number were offered. Good
pee., prevailed.
Walks Without Crutches.
was much afflicted with sciati-
ca," writes BO C. Nud, lowaville,
Sedgwick, Co., Kan.. "going about
on crutches and sufferieg a deal of
pain. I was induced to try Ballard',.
Snow Liniment which relieved me.
I used three 500 bottles. It. is the
greatest liniment I ever used; have
recommended it to a number ef per-
sons, all express themselves as being
bonefItted by it. I now walk with-
out crutches, and sin able to perform
a great deal of light labor on the
farm." 26e, 61). end $1.00 at C. K.
Wy ly 's.
TRIP ABANDONED
Too Much Expense And
Rivalry.
'Cite proposed trip it (lov Berk-
ham, his staff and ee•eriii hundred
ineinhers of the State Guard to the
dedicatory cereinotiles of too World's
Fair at St. Louis, April 30, has been
abaudoned. The lack of funds to pay
the expenses of the soldiers and the
rivalry between the various compa-
nies for the honor of making the trip
are the causes assigned for the gov-
ernor's action.
To Cure a Cold In One Day.
Take Laxative Brotno Quinine Tab-
lets. All druggists refund the money
It it fails to cure. E. W. tirove's sig-






Rot)Prt Wert', Maxey's, (la., says:
"I suffered frein blood poison, Ins
head, face arid shoulders were one
mass of corruption, aches in bones
and Joints. burning, itching, scabby
skin, was All rtin down and
aged, but Botanic Blood Balm cured
me perfectly, healed all the sores and
gave my skirl the rich glow of health
Blood Balm putt now life into iny
blood and 'few ambition into my
brain." Geo. A. Williams, Roxbury,
face covered with pimple'', chronic
sore on back of head, suppurating
swelling on neck, eating ulcer on leg,
bone pains, itching skin, cured per-
fectly by Botanic Blood Balm-sores
all healed. Botanic Blood Balm
cures all malignant blood troubles,
such as eczema scabs and scales,
pimples. running sores, carbuncles.
scrofula, etc. Especially advised for
all obstinate cases that have reached
the second or third stage. Improves
the digestioi.; strengthens weak kid-
neys. Druggist., $1. To prove it
curet., sample of Blood Balm suet
fee and prepaid by writing Blood
Balm Co., Atlanta, Os. Describe
trouble and free medleal advice sent







5 49 p In
7 06 p
11 50 p
JO 65 a m
Constipation
And all symptoms and
Results of Indigestion
Abaelutelf reelected by the es* el
DR. CARLSTEDT'S
GERMAN LIVER POWDER
/61-resey refunded It yea are aft eiessee
unite results, ha* cared theasooe•
- why wit yew P
Mr. E It Hackett, a proesiamt bleeders el
Morranfield, K ..was a selfseer km pea.. Item
conatopatuon and laths sedum prevailed
upon to by Dr Car 'a fArers Liver
Poseiey by one whom it par [OM
He gave it is single tnal Wiest
better at once Troublesi grid' . Hack-
ett was surposed to Sod Mu
roost dreaded ot bodily ai is.
a well man and does not OM say . If
you AI( afflicted on (hie wamiet,
it null trust yOu only YS ats, shesal: it sell'
prove as we say tits dtsegigiat is ineborises w
refund your money










Queen City finoz:e Tobacco
it ereli(,tiee
(opposite Courthouse.)
Sales for the Week by
KENDRICK&RUNVON
Our sales of looer tetisece were re-
'timed todny. The inatket opened
with more le religth end lite. • -Prises
were higher ell rotoid. There are
more buy t.rs. 'slot si e eler interest
manifested. told goed wands for
all grades. Fernier. ie fel liOg hold
back any part of their romps. We
can get for them geed prices for ev-
erything from it trash lug to a fins
wrapper. If to., far te haul, will ship
ship Weis upon application, for liand
packing, rand sell es loose tobacco on
the floor at balliP chat-era
Remember "tin wareiteuee is up
town, opposite come 'mese, eoliveri-
lent in every way. welt unexcelled







is said to be her hair, but a greet
many believe it to be her teeth.
The Mouth is the most eXUTIMIRIVO
feature of the human countenance.
If this is spoiled by bad or missing
teeth all other good points ore nulli-
fied. By having resource to our sys-
tem of PAINLESS DENTISTRY
the teeth can be put in a condition of
usefulness and the mouth made beau-
tiful. Our work is done by special-
lets We guarantee it in every way.
A GOOD SET
OF TEETH.... $5




Summers Building, Cot. Court and




Is often i he result of pet nutting
its plans and specific-asthma se be pre-
pared be contowters tee' i,mi Itleni or
the inexperieticed totteis et havlogno
plans et all.
Don't Build 'I het War
A Or' at ions stet chasiees void Bets
ter tell me what yeti Posta I• lel let toe
prepare your rimes anti sitcei best time
JAS. L. LOU,
Architea
time, It. e noildieg. %fete HI
Phone 5I3.














la fl cOffee-no glazing of
eggs or glue to conceal de-
fects and cheapen its quality.
Fresh and uniform, rich
in flavor, because always in




(Special to New k:ra.)
LEXINGTON, Ky., April 14.-
The Ron. John K. Hendrick did not
11.4111k here yesterday. He failed to
secure the courthouse, and a meeting
was announced in handbills at Jack-
son's Hall. At the appointed hour
there was no crowd at the hall and
Mr. Hendrick declined the sugges-
tion of some of his friends that he




(Special to New Era)
CADIZ. Ky., April 14.-The Trigg
*minty Democratic committee met
and nominated A. C. Burnett for cir-
cuit court clerk and Henry R. Law-
rens!e for representative, they being
the only applicants for the office.
Mr. Lawrence is a candidate for
speaker of the next house.
Keith-Day.
Xs. W. E. Keith, of Pembroke,
and Miss Eva Day, of Crofton, were
ameried this afternoon a 4:30 o'clock
&gibe home of the bride, the cere-
mosy being pronounced by Rev. W.
B. Wright of the Russellville Chris-
tian &lurch .
The engagement was kept quiet by
the contracting parties but the news
leaked oat this morning.
Immediately after the ceremony
Mt. and Mrs. Keith left for Pem-
broke where they have engaged
board in the family of Mr. Ben Gar-
nett.
The groom has hardly attained his
Majority, but has already established
a reputation as a successful business
man. Hale the junior member of
the hardware arm ofWilson &Keith.
The bride is a daughter of Mr. Si
Day, of Crofton, and is one of the
most attractive and popular young
ladies of that city.
Victim of Consumption.
Miss Elisabeth Joiner, aged 43,




The prime brought by the stook
offered for sale lasit Friday at the
annual grange sale follow:
J. D. Clardy-One bull to E. Cayce
$7.60.
Sam Litchfield-Two calves to W.
West, 1128.
C. S. Coleman-Three heifers to
Alf Thorns'., $39; one heifer to Trib-
ble, $17.
J. A. Browning-One heifer, Rog-
ers & Hess, $19; three cattle to W.
& P,$101.60.
Henry Yonta-One heifer, Tribble,
$19; four calves, W. & P., $60; cow
and calf, Boales, $18.
Charlie Pierce-Cow and calf to
nerd. $24.
J. M. Adams-Cow to Tribble, In.-
110.
I. B. Major-Cow and calf to R. H.
Huggins, $32.
J. R. Candle-Six cattle to W. & P.
$106.
E. D. Jones-Heifer to W. & P.,
$18.60.
Nick Edwards-Cow to Max My-
er, 130
D. & C. Williams-Two calves to
Thomas. $10.
R. H. Huggins-Mare and saddle
to Tom Thomas, $76.
John W. Foard-Two heifers to
Wiley & Parker, $23; one Berkshire
sow to McGaughey, $17.60.
John C. Gary-Two steers to Trib-
ble, $38.50; two heifers, $27; two heif-
ers to Wiley & Parker, $81.30; three
Jersey beffers;to J. F. Foard, $30;
ball to J. R. Caudle, $17.50; one Jer-
sey cow to Boales,
J. U. Major-Five Jersey steers to
W. P.. Smith, $48 25.
F. C. ('lardy-One steer to WIley
& Parker, $28; three stee-s to Trib-
els, $90.
J. T. Shelton-Two heifers to W.
West, $19; one Jersey cow to Beaks,
A. H. Wallace-One bull to Trib-
ble, $16.
T. 0. Gaines-Three heifers to Wi-
ley & Parker, $48; one red cow to
Bootee, $23.
Louis Gregory-Four cattle to W.
West, pm.
J. W. McGaughey-Two steers to
Tribble, $68; two:steers to Wiley
Parker, $41; two heifers to W. Cren-




















(Special to New Era. •
MADISONVILLE. Ky.. April
-Judge Clifton J. Pratt, attorney-
general of Kentucky. today an•
flounced his candidacy for the Re-
publican nomination for govirnor of
Kentucky. The announcement has
been expected for some time. A large
and powerful faction of the party Is
opposed to Judge Pratt, but he has
many friends all over the state. He
expects to make a vigorous cam-




The Democratic committee, of the
Third Judicial district met at Hotel
Latham this morning and coMpleted
arrangements for the primal), elec-
ticn to nominate candidates for cir-
cuit judge and commonwealth's at-
torney. Those present were; Geo.
V. Green, chairman; Alex Wallace,
of Trigg county, proxy for Commit-
teeman Todd; A. B. Thompson, of
Calloway; and John L. Smith, of
Lyon, proxy for U. T. Broughton
GOVERNOR BECKHAM
SPEAKS AT DIXON.
...: (Special to New Era):
DIXON, Ky., April 15.--Gov.
Beckham addressed at the court-
house today perhaps the largest
crowd that ever attended a political
speaking here. He was cheered to
the echo. His speech was in line
with his Owensboro address. There
is no doubt but that (by. Beckham
will carry Webster county by e
handsome plurality over his oppo
nenta.
ILL A FEW HOURS
Death at Auburn, e Capt.
W. N. Crewdson.
Capt. W. N. Crewdson died sud-
denly at his borne at Auburn of heart
trouble. He was about seventy-five
years old, and was ill only a few
hours. He was one of Auburn's old-
est and most prominent citizens and
had lived here nearly half his of life.
He was the father of Circuit Judge
S. M. Crewdson, of Russellville.
ELGIN SUCCESSFUL
Induced Dr. Howard to Make
Special Price.
After a great deal of effort and cor-
respondence, L. L. Elgin, the popu-
lar druggist, has succeeded in get-
ting the Dr. Howard Co. to make a
special half price introductory offer
on the regular fifty-cent size of their
celebrated specific for the cure of
constipation and dyspepsia.
Dr. Howard's specific has been so
remarkably successful in curing con-
stipation, dyspepsia and all liver
troubles thet Mr. Elgin is willing to
return the price paid in every case
where it does not give relief.
The old-fashioned idea of dosing
with mineral waters, cathartic pills
or harsh purgatives will soou be a
thing of the put. The best physic-
ians are prescribing Dr. Howard's
specific because it really gives the
desired !veldts and because of the
small and pleasant dose that is Deed-
ed.
So great is the demand for tIlisspe-
cific that Mr. Elgin had been Mile to
secure only a limited supply, Mid ev-
ery one who le troubled with dyspep-
sia, constipation or liver trouble,
should call upon him at once, Or send
26 cents, and get sixty doses of the
best medicine ever made, on this
special nalf-price oiler with his per-
(Joust guarantee to refund the money
if it does not cure. 141823
OUTLOOK PROMISING
Weekly Report on Weather
and Crops.
The weekly crop report seryice of
the Kentucky forecast station Which
was discontinued during the Winter
has been resumed. The report is as
follows: 1
The temperature averaged efinsid-
erably above the normal during the
week. Showers occurred in all por-
tions of the state Tuesday night and
Wednesday, and the week Closed
with heavy showers in preigrees.
The rain delayed farm work to quite
an extent in many places, but all
vegitation advanced rapidly.
Wheat is in excellent condition
and the present outlook fur a large
yield is unusually good.
Winter oats and rye are alsoi very
promising. A smaller acreage than
usual of spring oats has been .own.
Corn planting has only begun and
is progressing slowly on account of
rain.
The tobacco beds were generally
planted quite late, but they are com-
ing up nicely and the early ones are
growing rapidly.
Peaches were badly injured by
frosts and freesieg weather earlier ,
in the season, and the outlook $$$ very
poor for the crop. Some of the later
varieties will give a partial crop.
Other fruits are, in most localities,
in fair condition.
Gardens are very backward, plant-
ing having been delayed by rain.
Grass is in splendid condition: and
much farther advanced than is Usual
at this time of year. Stock of all
_
l'E for King Quccn
 OF THE CARNIVAL! 
Prizes on Display at Elgin's Drug Store.
Carnival begins
April 27 and ends
May 2.
Mrs. Murphy and
baby will be pres-





You know the medicine that
makes pure, rich blood-
Ayer's Sarsaparilla. Your
mother, grandmother, all your
folks, used it. They trusted
Sarsaparilla
It. Their doctors trusted it.
Your doctor trusts it. Then
trust it yourself. There is
health and strength in it.
suffered terribly front todtgeetim and
thin blood 1 teerei no reilet took
Ayer'. Sersaparcia. Your bottle* perms-
wetly eared me
Ras. F. 11. HART. Xi. Risco, N.Y.
PA a bottle. J. C •TIR co..
All drugstoc  for Lowell, Mn...
Rich Blood
Ayers Pills are gently laxative.





GOING BACK TO CHICAGO
Were at Work In Tennessee
Central Camps-Some
Dead Broke.
Fifty-two of the hundred and
three Italian laborers who
were in Hopkinsville recently on
their way to the Tennessee Central
railroad comps between this city and
Clarksville have become dissatisfied
with the work and thrown up their
jobs.
According to the Clarksville Leaf-
Chronicle the men are dissatisfied
over the wages received and will re-
turn to their home in Chicago.
About half of the number went out
to the other camps this morning to
work for a few days, it is said, while
twenty-eight of them will leave for
home.
A number of them reached Clarks-




for Cruelty to Patient.
(Special to New Era)
LOUISVILLE, Ky., April 15.-
Roy King, an attendant at the Cen-
tral insane asylum at Lakelarel, was
today indicted for cruelty to inmates
of the institution. He is charged
with assault and battery.
. _
BURIED HERE
Death of Frank White From
Consumption.
Mr. Frank White died Monday at
Princeton, of consumption, aged
thirty-four years. The body arrived
here over the Illinois Central at 3:15
ruesday afternoon and interment
took place in Hopewell cemetery. A
widow and twochildren survive him.
Mr. White was a brother of Mr. Al-
bert ‘Vhite, of this county.
HOGS DYING
In Todd County From a New
and Peculiar Disease.
Complaint Comes from almost
every section in Todd county to the
effect that hogs are dying from a
very peculiar disease, supposed to be
lung trouble. The writer has seen
several cases, and they are affected
first with a cough resembling that
caused by a deep seated cold, then
the animal droops around for some
time, and finally dies, some living as
long as two or three weeks.
The farmers we have consulted
say not a single case heti been known
to get well. The farmers of this
county are very much wrought up
over the disease, as hogs are scarcer
than ever known before in the his-
tory of the county.-Elkton Pro-
gress.
Sinking Fork Items.
Most of the farmers are now busy
plowing.
Miss Elsie Record, of Indiana, is
visiting friends in Sinking Fork.
Miss Mertz& Meer has returned
home from Indiana where she has
been teaching school.
The entertainment given last Sat-
urday night at the home of Mr. Wal-
ter Wood was highly enjoyed. Those
present were: Misses Berta, Ida, and
Nona Hirer, Bertha Davenport, Hat-
tie Wood, Ada Smith, Fanny Hill.
Messrs. John Underwood,James and
Charlie Cook, Claude Wright, Lark-
in 'Wood; Mr. and Mrs. E. Miller,Ed
Hill, A. 0. Dillard,James Smith.
Apple Blossom.
A MORGAN RUMOR.
(Special to New Era.)
EARLINGTON, Ky., April 16.-
It is rumored that J. Plerpont Mor-
gan has his head Net on owning the
coal mines of Western Kentucky,and
that manipulations are already at
work to that end. This may be only
INVITATION HAS ALWAYS TIRED
BEEN RECEIVED NEVER RESTED
TO ATTEND SECRETARY
WILSON'S ADDRESS.
MANY WILL BE PRESENT
Program Outlined For the
Reception at Clarks-
ville on Apr1120.
President Dabney and the Tobacco
Board of Trade of Hopkinsville, the
Kentucky New Era and others have
received the following invitation to ,
attend the meeting of tobacco grow-'
ers of this section at Clarksville,'
which will be addressed by the Hon.




with the view of acquainting him-
self with the Agricultural condit-
ions of our country will visit 1
Clarksville
April the twentieth
Nineteen hundred and three, upon
which occasion he wilt deliver
an address.







A large number of Christian coun-
ty tobacco men will attend the meet-
ing. The following program has
been arranged for the occasion:
ii 3d a. m.-Spoaking at the opera I
house, Speaker Wilson to he wel-
comed to Clarksville by Mayor Mar-
able and introduced to the audience
by Congressman Gaines.
2 p. in.-Luncheon at the Arling-
ton Hotel.
After luncheon, a visit to the to-
bacco warehouses and factories.
6 p. m.-Dining at the residence of
A. R. Gholson.
9 p. m.-Pubtic reception at the
Elks' club rooms.
Death of Negro.
Virgil Cunningham, colored thirty
-seven years of age died last night




In all its stages.
Ely's Cream Balm
cleanses, POOtROS an4 heals
tbe deemed membrane.
It cures catarrh and do yes
away a cold in the bead
quickly.
Cream Dalin is placod into the nostrils, spreads
ever the membnuse and is absorbed. Relief Is Ira-
mediate and a con follows. It Is not drying--does
Dot produce meeting. Large Size, Societe at Drug-
gists or by mail; Trial Sise. 10 cents.
ELY BROTHERS, 114 Warren Street, New Toek
To be tired out from hard work or bodily
exercise is natural and rest is the remedy, but 164=
theic is an exhaustion without physical exer- 41p*
tion feel a tired, never-rested feeling-a weari-
!less without work that is unnatural and shows __.-- ' s
sonic' serious disorder is threatening the health. One of the chief causes of
that ''Always-tired, never-rested condition" is impure blood and bad circu-
lation. Unless the body is nourished with rich, pure blood there is lack of
erv lo)eucs( mf ena. 
;atkli the mus-clesdi 





dyspepsia, loss of appetite, strength and energy, and the hundreds of little
ailments we often have are due directly to a bad con-
dition of the blood and circulation, and the quickest
way to get rid of them is by pnrifying and building
up the blood, and for this purpose no remedy equals
S. S. S., which contains the best ingredients for
cleansing the blood and toning up the system. It is a vegetable blood purifier
and tonic combined, that enriches the blood, and through it the entire system
is nourished and refreshing sleep comes to the tired, never-rested, body.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
/For over four years I suffered with general debility.
causing a thorough breaking down of my system. My
°cumin, who had been benefited by S. dd. 15., told me
about it. I tried it and it cured me. I heartily re-
commend 5. S. S. to all who may feel the need of a
thoroughly good blood tonic. Yours truly,
MEP. J0511111•. BRITTAL IN.
44W. Ninth St,. Colutnitie. Tenn.
Dogwood Doings.
There was preaching at the Chris-
tian church last Sunday morning and
night by Rev, Gant.
Mr. Dennis Wilkins. depnty tax
collector was here this week.
Mr. H. 1'. Fruit, J. \V. Underwood
and J. B. White are on the sick list.
The people of this community are
very much grieved to learn of the
death of Mrs. Webber Underwood, of
Mobile, Ala. She was formerly Miss
Lela Renshaw. daughter of Mr. Bob
Renshaw, of this place, and was well
known and liked by all. She and Mr.
Underwood had only been married a
few months, and had gone to Mobile
to make their future home. The body
was sent back here for burial and
was interred at the Hayes burying
ground on the Butler road. The hus-
band and family have the deepest
sympathy of the entire community.
Mr. Otho McCord had the misfor-
tune to get his foot very badly cut
while chopping wood. He is unable
to walk, but it is hoped that it will
not prove serious.
Mrs. Carrie Wright and baby are
I 
spending this week at her father's
Mr. J. W. Underwood.
I Mr. and Mrs. Edward W. Clark, of
Hopkinsville, spent last Sunday at
the home (r) his mother, Mrs. Allie
Clark.
I The social at Mr. E. M. Barnes
Saturday night given in honor of his
charming daughter, Miss Annie Fay,
was largely attended and very much
enjoyed.
Misses Ora, Rosa, and Bina King,
who are attending school spent Sat-
urday and Sunday at home.
Mrs. Ethau King and wife spent a
part of last week on Pond river fish-
ing.
Mr. Larkin Wood, of Sinking Fork,
makes frequent visits to this neigh-
borhood. We don't know what kind
of business he is in, but it must be
something important.
Mr. Ed Powers and wife spent Sun-
day at Mr. Nick Kings.
The farmers are getting a hustle on
themselves trying to get through
planting corn as tobacco plants are
very forward i n this section.
%FP PASONAL
From Thursday's
Miss Mamie Sasseen has returned
to Henderson after a visit to Miss
Mollie Martin.
Mr. Alexander Rosetifield, of At-
lanta, Ga.. is the guest of friends in
the city.
Miss Lillie leer, of Nashville, is
visiting Mrs. Henry Frankel, on
South Main street.
Dr. Walter Lackey has returned
from Mad isonvill
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Tribble have
returned to Henderson.
Rev. W. F. Cashman, has gone to
Owensboro to attend the meeting of
the Grand Commandery of the Unit-
ed Order of Golden Cross.
Miss Agnes Morris, of Hopkins-
ville, who has been the guest of Mrs.
Emily Elliott, is spending the re-
mainder of her visit with Miss Ar-
belle Walden, on Allen street.-
Owensboro Messenger.
(From Wednesday's Daily.)
Misses Mary and Lucy Van Bock-
enburger, of Nashville, are visiting
their uncle Mr. W. N. Peace, on
South Clay street.
Lieut. Harvey McCord has returned
from the Peace Oflicers Convention
at Henderson.
Mr. J. H. Eggleton is confined to
his bed. He is suffering greatly
from a carbuncle.
Ben Winfree, of Hopkinsville, is
visiting Pleasant Potter, Jr., at his
home on College street.-Bowling
Green Times-Journal.
Miss Maggie Barnett, of Madison-
ville, who has been the guest of the
family of Mr. C. A. Brasher has re-
turned home.
(From Tuesday's Daily.)
The Rey. H. M. McDonald, of Ca-
diz, is in the city.
Dr. Jas. E. Oldham was called to
Dawson this morning on professional
buslness.
The Rev. Joseph Armistead, of
Lexington, is visiting the family of
his father, Dr. J. R. Armistead.
Miss Nellie Drexler has resigned
her position at the telephone office
and has gone to Nashville to enter
Drauglion's Business College for a
five month's course in stenography.
FEMALE CARRIERS , GEO. W. YOUNG'S
NEW FIELD 18 OPENED TO
WON1LN
No Discrimination Between
Sexes Is Made by Post-
office Department.
The day is not far distant when
several Kentucky women will be ap-
pointed to carry mail in the rural de-
livery totrvice. Several women have
expressed the desire to Special
Agent *cats and others for appoint-
ments, and it will not be long before
several skitted carriers are riding
along the Kentucky pikes.
The policy of the department in .
tusking appointments in the rural will sell at cost anddelivery service is to allow no die- 1
crimination between the sexes.
When a route is to be established no-
ice is posted at the nearest posteffice
&rid all who desire to become carriers
ire advised when and where exanii-
dation@ will take place. Women can-
didates are treated no differently
than are men, although their physi-
cal qualifications are consider with
greater Cafe.
A woman of delicate constitution
will not be appoiutod for obvious
reasons. The rural carrier has to find them at
cover his route regardless of the
weather. The past winter has not
been up to the average in severity,
but the mud, particularly during the
spring in Kentucky, haa been uncom-
monly deep, and many of the roads,
according to Special Agent Woltz, of
the postal rural delivery service,
have been such as to test the endur-
ance of the men carriers.
At the present time there is only
one woman carrier in Kentucky-at
Shively. Throughout the United
States there are iii all fifty-seven
women carriers in the rural delivery
service. They come from the follow-
ing states: California, Georgia, Illi-
nois, Indiana, Iowa, Michigan,Mass-




EVER MADE IN 1-10PKINSVILLE
We must sell and sell at once. We
Below Cost!
You have an opportunity that you
never had before.






We carry a large and well bought stock of
land, Nebraska, New York, Ohio, Hardware,
North Carolina, Oregon, Pennsylva- I
uia, South Dakota, West Virginia
and Wisconsin.
A Certain Curefor Chilblains
Shake into your shoes Allen's Foot- I
Ease, a powder. It :tires Chilblains,
Frostbites, Damp, Sweating, Swollen
feet. At all drugg late and Shoed






telling how to prepare delicate
and delicious dishes.





Cultivators, Disc Harrows, Plows
Barbed, SmGoth and Woven1Wire
Fencing and Ferrilizer.
Our Prices are right. (;a11 and let us show you through.
We have 32,000 feet of floor space covered with bargains
PHONES--HopKinaville 115$ Gracey, 174.4.
Potribrofto connection.
I CLOTHING ANNEX 053rudas CLOTHNG ANNEX BUSY ST0R
Sitylc fit wear Ill ClOttICS
Assow---
WE KNOW pretty well what sort of clothes youwant, and we've got them right here ready foryou to wear out of the store. 1 he styles are
right, late, exact; the quality of the materials is of the best;
the tailoring is extra good hand tailoring;the clothes will fit.
We make these positive statements about our clothes .
because we know they are true; and because the gooas bear
the mark of the famous makers
HART, SCHAFFNER & MARX
who produce clothes which we consider the best in the
world. We know these goods will satisfy the most partic-
ular dresser in town; and the prices are so reasonable as to
be a strong argument in themselves. We will show you in
OUR SPRING STOCK
a fine assortment of these famous H. S $Ec 11. goods which
will give you a chance to select suits from a big line You'll
be sorry for yourself if you miss the chance.
Also showing a fine line of Men's Furnishings, Monarch
Shirts and White Vests; all the latest Collars and Ties and
everything that is new in Soft and Stiff Hats; the Panama,
Three-in-One Fine Blacks and the Youman Blacks of "Lib-
erty Special" Stiff Hats; Nettleton's and Fiorsheim's high
and low quarter shoes, all the latest toes. For the little
fellows, the celebrated Sykes Kirshbaum tailored suits look
like made to order. Everything new and bright.
BUSY STORE
